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About the SERVE Laboratory
SERVE, THE SOUTHEASTERN REGIONAL VISION FOR EDUCATION, IS A COALITION OF EDUCA-
tors, business leaders, governors, and policymakers who are seeking comprehensive and lasting improvement
in education in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, and South Carolina. The name of the

Laboratory reflects a commitment to creating a shared vision of the future of education in the Southeast.

The mission of SERVE is to provide leadership, support, and research to assist state and local efforts in improving
educational outcomes, especially for at-risk and rural students. Laboratory goals are to address critical issues in the
region, work as a catalyst for positive change, serve as a broker of exemplary research and practice, and become an
invaluable source of information for individuals working to promote systemic educational improvement.

Collaboration and networking are at the heart of SERVE'S mission; the laboratory's structure is itself a model of
collaboration. The laboratory has four offices in the region to better serve the needs of state and local education
stakeholders. SERVE'S Greensboro office manages a variety of research and development projects that meet
regional needs for the development of new products, services and information about emerging issues. The devel-
opment of this manual was funded through such an R&D effort. The laboratory's information office is located in
Tallahassee. Field services offices are located in Atlanta, Greensboro, Tallahassee, and on the campus of Delta State
University in Cleveland, Mississippi.

To request publications or to join the SERVE mailing list and receive announcements about laboratory publica-
tions, contact the SERVE office in Tallahassee (address below).

SERVE-Alabama
50 N. Ripley Street
Gordon Persons Building
Montgomery, AL 36130
334-242-9758
Fax 334-242-9708

SERVE-Florida
345 South Magnolia Drive
Suite D-23
Tallahassee, FL 32301

Lab
904-671-6000
800-352-6001
Fax 904-671-6020

Clearinghouse
800-352-3747

Math Science Consortia m
904-671-6033
800-854-0476
Fax 904-671-6010

SERVE-Georgia
41 Marietta Street, NW
Suite 1000
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-577-7737
800-659-3204
SERVE-Line 800-487-7605
Fax 404-577-7812

SERVE-Mississippi
Delta State University
Box 3183
Cleveland, MS 38732
601-846-4384
800-326-4548
Fax 601-846-4402
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SERVE-North Carolina
201 Ferguson Building
UNCG Campus
P.O. Box 5367
Greensboro, NC 27435
910-334-3211
800-755-3277
Fax 910-334-3268

SERVE-South Carolina
1429 Senate Street
1008 Rutledge Building
Columbia, SC 29201
803-734-4110
Fax 803-734-3389



Introduction
By Wendy Mc Colskey, Research Program Manager, SERVE

SERVE WORKS WITH STATES, DIS-
tricts, and schools to improve educational
practices and outcomes. SERVE provides
a variety of products and services to the
region. Of particular relevance to this

report is the work accomplished in the area of
student assessment. The labs work in this area has
included a manual for teachers entitled !kw to
Assess Student Performance in Science: Going Beyond
Multiple-Choice 'Psis, workshops and conferences
fin. teachers to promote awareness of alternative
assessment options, and participation with the
other nine regional labs in the development of a
Database of Alternative Assessments in Math and
Science, and a Mo/k it for Professional Developers in
A Iternativ9 Assessment in Math and Science.

In addition to these district and school level prod-
ucts and services, SERVE has also supported state
assessment directors in the Southeast. SERVE
spcmsors biannual meetings of the six state assess-
ment directors to provide a forum for them to
discuss and share issues they are facing. The advent
of alternative assessment and the whoit discussion
about moving all students to higher levels of
academic performance requires that curriculum,
assessment, staff development, accreditation,
Special Education, and other areas work closely
together in implementing changes in assessment
programs. Often, there is little time and opportu-
nity for these staff members to meet and hear from
experts in the field. The biannual assessment
meetings have provided an opportunity for such
communication about assessment topics.

Borrowing from
DICREL

ONE ADVANTAGE OF THE REGIONAL
laboratory system is that labs can build
upon the expertise found in other labs.

This report resulted from the example set by t he
Regional Policy Information Center (RPTC) of the
North Central Regional Educational La, gyratory

(NCREL). NCREI, offers a series of policy papers
on high stakes assessment (i.e., "the use of test
results to make important decisions about the test
taker"). One of these publications was entitled,
"Issues and Recommendations Regarding Imple-
mentation of High School Graduation Tests" which
included a report by a panel committee chaired by
Dr. William A. Mehrens of Michigan State Univer-
sity, on the application of curricular, psychometric,
educational, legal, administrative, and resource
requirements for graduation tests to the Michigan
context. The report was a result of a request from
the state for advice on the implementation of a
legislative act requiring a high school graduation
test.

In the Preface to the Michigan Report
it is stated:
"Certainly it is possible to develop a high school
graduation test that meets curricular, psychomet-
ric, educational, legal, administrative, and resource
requirements. However, as this document makes
clear, the task is not easy and timelines are fre-
qently tight. For the task to he done well, a variety
of steps need to be taken soon after any legislative
enactment. Immediate funding will he needed to
ensure adequate human and fiscal resources. Only
with appropriate funding to complete the task will
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a high school test graduation requirement be of
service to the citizens of a state." (pp. 16-18)

In the Executive Summary, Dr. Linda Ann Bond of
NCREL provides the context for the current interest
among states in implementing high school gradua-
tion tests.

"A new wave of educational reform in the 1990s has
brought with it a resurgence of interest in high
school graduation tests, but the types of skills that
are now deemed essential to success have changed.
Instead of holding students to "minimal" skills,
these new mandates are intended to raise standards
beyond minimal levels of achievement. Current
thinking suggests that to be successful in today's
technologically advanced workplace, high school
graduates need skills that used to be reserved for the
college-bound. Minimum competencies are not
enough. Many policymakers today look to gradua-
tion tests to raise the high school graduate's skills
and knowledge to the higher level expected fOr
success in a complex, demanding society and
workplace." (p. 7)

She concludes that: "Because a high school gradua-
tion test carries with it such high stakes, careful
attention to the soundness of the test design process
and to the legal defensibility of the test product is of
critical importance." (p.

The Request
from Mississippi
and the Response
from SERVE

STATE-M AN IMTED TESTS REPRESENT
targ ts set for students to achieve. As the quote
from I. -Aloud suggests. these targets are

moving targets. That is, expectations articulated fOr
high school graduates in the 1970s with the first
wave of high school exit tests may he different from
those needed by high school graduates in the 1990s.
A number of states are in the process of upgrading
high school minimal competency tests developed a
doe iule ago. Mississippi is one of those slates.

Dr. Cindy Ward, the Director of Student Assess-
ment in Mississippi, had read the NCREL report
and being one year into the complexities of plan-
ning for the upgraded high school exit test felt that
a panel review of their status could be very helpful
as a way of ensuring that they were meeting the
necessary curricular, psychometric, educational,
legal, administrative, and resource requirements of
a sound test development process. She approached
SERVE about sponsoring such a review.

SERVE agreed to fund a Panel's review for the
benefit of Mississippi's future generations who will
be taking the test and for what could be learned
that might help other states. Dr. Mehrens agreed to
chair the panel of experts. Dr. Mehrens is a Profes-
sor of Educational Measurement and a nationally
known expert in his field. He has recently been
elected vice-president for the Division of Measure-
ment and Research Methodology of the American
Educational Research Association and is a past
president of the National Council on Measurement
in Education.

SERVE identified panel members representing a
wide range of experience to make a site visit to
gather information and to draft the report. Several
others who were not available to Make the site visits
agreed to review and comment on drafts of the
report.

Two panel members, Dr. Roger Trent. the
director of testing in Ohio, and Dr. Sharon
,Johnsen Lewis, the director of Planning,
Research, and Evaluation kw Detroit Public
Schools, had been part of the team chaired b

Mehrens which had written the report for
Michigan in the NCREI. document.

The panel members had a wealth of state
testing experience, including the legal chal-
lenges posed by graduat icy' tests. State testing
directors from Ohio (Dr. Roger Trent), Louisi-
ana (Ms. Rebecca Christian), Florida (Dr. Thus
Fisher), and Maryland (Dr. Robot (;abrys)
participated.

The testing expertise vas balanced by curricu-
lum expertise in the form of Mr. Lane Peeler
(South ( :arolina Department of Education),
who had been invoked in the development of

2 8
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curriculum frameworks in South Carolina, and
Dr. Barbara Kapinus (Council of Chief State
School Officers), who has worked closely with
states in reviewing the implications of national
content standards. In addition, Dr. Susan
Barnes (Texas Education Agency) brought
measurement and policy expertise through her
work with the design and implementation of
personnel performance assessment.

We wish to thank all of these panel participants for
their willingness to take time out of their busy
schedules to contribute their expertise to this
project.

The Report and
Its Use

AFTER THE TWO DAY SITE VISIT IN-
chiding extensive interviews and
analyses of relevant documents, Dr.

Mehrens, with the assistance of the Panel, wrote an
extremely informative, readable, and thorough
report winch applied their extensive expertise in
good test development requirements to the Missis-
sippi context, with discussions of issues and recom-
mendations for solutions. We offer the full report
in Chapter 4. Chapter 3 is the report's Executive
Summary. Chapter 2 was adapted from the intro-
duction written by the Panel and sets the Missis-
sippi context for the report. The report concluded
with the following:

It is legally inappropriate to hold students
accountable few passing an assessment that
covers material that they have not been taught.
This makes using a high stakes graduation
assessment to drive curricular change some-
what troublesome. One can use the announce-
ment of an upcoming assessment to drive
curricular change. This, of course, requires that
there he considerable time bet %%vett the an-
nounceent of the assessment and its imple-
mentation,

tiltiple-choice items an nicasin e higher-
order thinking skills and procedures. Perfbr-

ne r assessments ma% not offelr high enough

Introduction

psychometric qualities to be used for high
stakes assessments.

It is unlikely that any "off-the-shelf" test would
be an acceptable high school exit test for the
students of Mississippi.

Requiring any national norm-referencing
component of the exit exam would complicate
the task of maintaining curricular validity for
the test.

There must be close articulation among the
various assessment programs. They should not
work at cross purposes, and if they are serving
the same purposes, perhaps less assessment is
needed.

The use of the various tests in a performance-
based accreditation model requires careful
thought regarding how to set the performance
level and what metric to use in setting the level
(e.g., average perfbrmance or percentage of
students above some cut score).

The report was produced by the Panel in January
of 1995. Because it was so "thorough", including 65
recommendations relative to curriculum, assess-
ment, professional development, remediation, and
accreditation, it was difficult for de assessment
unit to decide how to involve others in the depart-
ment in discussing the issues, especially since there
was no existing interdepartmental team that dealt
with assessment planning issues. Because of the
number of decision points in the report, SERVE
worked with the assessment department to st imma-
rite the major issues (Recommendations) in a
matrix format (Table 1). This information along
with the timeline (Table 2) suggested by the Panel
for test implementation were proposed to the
superintendent as agenda items for a meeting of
involved depart mental program directors.

As can he seen frOm reviewing Table I, it would be
extremely difficult, given the h;ghly complex and
interrelated issues involved in developing a "high
stakes" exit test, for an assessment director to
personally communicate. to and educate others
about the implications of all the decision points.
The discussie guide offered a concrete way of
helping the assessment staff ti begin to get the



report recommendations on the table for the especially students as having outlived its useful-
department. ness.

An interdepartmental meeting of directors of
Instructional Development, Accreditation, Alterna-
tive Education, Student Assessment, Title I, and
Tech Prep was held in April 1995 to examine and
discuss the key issues presented by the Panel
Report. The SDE Interdepartmental Team met
again on April 14th 1995 to discuss the issues with
Dr. Mehrens, the Chair of the Panel. Thus, the
report has provided a concrete means for the key
state department players in the systemic reform
process of upgrading expectations for student
performance to come together. The importance of
getting issues thoroughly discussed by such a team
should not be underestimated. Such discussions
early on will pay tremendous benefits in terms of
the implementation of an exit test that accom-
plishes its objectives.

Mississippi
Response to the
Report
by 1)r Linda tiIci rd, Director of Student A ASeSS me nt,
Alississippi State Department o/ &tura 1Mn

THE DECADE OF THE 1980S, THOUGH
touted as the decade of significant educa
tional reform, established minimum

standards of academic competency for students
throughout the nation, and Mississippi was no
exception. The Functional Literacy Examination,
cohimonly known as the FLE, was built around
specific skills identified in the Mississippi Curricu-
lum Structure. As mandated in legislation, success-
ful completion of this test has been required for
higlischool graduation from Mississippi public
schools since 1987. Careful attention was given to
precise test development of the Fl I to minimize
potential legal issues which surround such a high
stakes test. The test has succeeded well in fulfilling
its mandate, but as desired, the passing rate on this
test each year is very high. Therefbre, the current
Fl.E has been viewed by many educators and

At first glance, moving to a new high school exit
test seemed easy enough to many. Some policymak-
ers who were committed to the rapid improvement
of instruction in Mississippi classrooms, had
difficulty with the absence of visible action by both
staff and a committee of practitioners charged
with establishing a new exit test. After all, other
components of the new Mississippi Assessment
System, recommended by the Superintendent's
Task Force on Accountability and Learning,
including a norm-referenced test with constructed
response items, were piloted in the fall of 1994.

Several committees, each charged with the respon-
sibility of recommending implementation strate-
gies fir specific areas studied by the
Superintendent's Task Force, were advancing with
their work. However, curriculum revisions at
various levels, along with the changes occurring
from the implementation of technology into the
educational system of Mississippi, promoted
greater, more complex issues than those handled by
other committees.

Especially challenging to the high school exit test
update issue is the increasing number of assess-
ments contained in the Mississippi Assessment
System. In a state which frequently ranks near the
bottom of numerous educational indicator lists,
accountability takes on an even more profOund
nature. Results of assessments in Mississippi have
demonstrated that assessment has had an impact
on student perfOrtnance. Yet one of the cries from
educators, especially teachers, was the amount of
time spent on testing with statewide assessments.
Faced with many critical issues related to imple-
menting a high school exit assessment, it seemed
timely and appropriate in the fall of 1994 to seek
assistance, with SERVE's help, from knos% lodgeable
profrssionals outside of Mississippi.

The External Review Panel Report, which was
produced from this outside review process, is
comprehensive and thorough, considering only
minor areas of disagreement which al e inherent in
the manner in which the data for the report was
obtained. 01 importance is the extent to which the
report identified and addressed the same issues,
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concerns, and problems that the High School Exit
Assessment Implementation Committee has en-
countered. Further, the level of attention given to
the interrelatedness of all assessments in the Missis-
sippi System is significant. The report has fOstered

communication about important issues among
internal agency offices and external parties. It has
become the catalyst for continued activities related
to the challenging tasks remaining in the develop-
ment of a new high school exit assessment.

Issues in Implementing a Successful High School Exit
Assessment: A Discussion Guide for Interdepartmental
Planning

Curriculum/Test
Specification Issues
What standards and competencies
will be assessed?

Readiness of curriculum frameworks to
provide a basis for establishing high school exit
competencies.

'Tension between assessment that drives reform
and ensuring the opportunity to leant.

Relationship between higher expectations and
practical costs of more remediat ion.

Specificity of curriculum frameworks/provide
sufficient direction for test specifications.

Need opintrtunity to lea; n data from st tidents
and educators prior ti) first pilot and again ;It
the time or the first real administration.

l'ul)lieat ion Of competencies to he tested
(not it ication /due pi 04 ess).

Int)Dduction 5
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Professiona: development assistance for
teachers to understand competencies to be
assessed.

Standards for
Educational and
Psychological Testing
What decisions about test
development/selection need to be
made?

Customized vs. in house.

Who has the author itv to review/accept test
specifications for use in the RFP?

Is there an instate content review team to
audit the work of a contractor?

Should a technical advisory committee offer
statewide opportunities to discuss advantages
an, disadvantages of multiple-choice vs.
pet iormance assessment including cost
estimates?

What is a reasonable timeline to
ensure the opportunity to learn?

First pilot-Fall 1996

Second pilot-Fall 1997

Should failure rate be shared with
the districts?

First real administration-Fall 1998

First class affected-2001 (sample attached)

12
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What decisions about scoring/
reporting need to be made?

Train a standard-setting committee.

Will first administration or pilot data be used to
get cut scores?

Establish a technical advisory committee.

Consider phased-in cut scores.

Establish an item sensitivity committee (bias
review).

Discuss test vs. subtext reporting for diagnostic
purposes.

Use a technical advisory committee to assist
with equating.

How will personnel be trained to administer
the test?

Consider random auditing of administration
process.

Human Resource
Issues
What recommendations should be
made about fiscal needs?

Realistic timeline

Additiona' staff'

Committees needed

Testing Policy Advisory Committee

Item Sensitivity Review Committee

Introduction 13 7



"Technical Advisory Committee

Three Content Review Committees

Three Cut Score Committees

Legal Issues
What are the liability issues involved

for committee members, teachers, etc.?

What documentations /other policies need to
be reviewed Or Ina in place?

Should a new code be written?

Accreditation Issues
What are some of the accreditation
issues that need discussion?

Scaled average score and incompatible incen-
tives

Percent vs. average

First try/cumulative percentage

Alignment and weighting of standards

Coordination Issues
Subject matter experts should study and report
on the articulation of the entire testing pro-
gram.

Consider whether passing other tests are
alternatives to certain MA.\,P tests.

Considei %%hether thew is too much testing.

8 14 Int rod lir t ion



Developing the Test: A Suggested Sequencing of Tasks

1995 1996 1997 1998

Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W Sp Su F W
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 181920

Task 1: l'.stablish appropriate advisory committees.
Department of Education Sipe ri ng Comm i t tee
lest ing Policy Advisory Comm it tee
Item Sensitivity Review Commit tee
WTI? n fru( Adviso ry Co m i t tee

Content Review Com m ittery
Standard Setting Committees

Task 2: Determine what standards will he assessed.
Task 3: Disseminate information about Task 2.
Task 4: Complete test specifications for each test area.
Task 5: Hire a contractor for development of resources.
Task 6: Completion of contractor's work on resources.
Task 7: Content Committee review and revisions.
Task 8: Camera-ready copy for field testing.
Task 9: Field test items on Grade 10 students.
Task 10: Prepare and disseminate sample test items and descriptive information for teachers, students,

and parents.
Task 11: Develop rules governing testing procedures.
Task 12 Analyze feedback from first field test.
Task 13: Conduct second field test.
Task 14: Revise items from the second field test.
Task 15: Select operations contractor for scoring.
Task 16: Conduct regional seminars on testing procedures.
Task 17: Complete production for first tests.
Task 18: Administer first test to Grade 10 students.
Task 19: Score and analyze results of first test.
Task 20: Design plan for releasing results to the public.

Task 21: Review and repeat steps above. This step is a cunt inual process.

Introduction 1 5 9



Background
Information
for the Report

TliFipt.k POSE OF TI IE REPORT IS
to offer readers advice on the issues
that need to be considered (and
resolved) and the steps that need to he
taken when implementing a high

school graduation test. The report also discusses
some advantages and disadvantages of potential
decisit nisi lowever, because Mississippi has other
statewide assessments, some currently operating
and others being planned, and because these other
assessments interact with the high school gradua-
1 ion) test, the External Review Panel commented to
some extent on those other programs.

Mississippi
Context
0 liV1()USI N', TI IE 11)VICE GIVEN

within the report is based on the Panel's
mulct standing of the context that exists

Aviiiiin Mississippi at the cut rent time. Then
understandings about the current t ontext were
that:

.1 state code currentiv exists regarding the
Statewide 'lest ing Program. Reit.% ant sections
of that Code are sections 37-111-I, 37-16-3, 37-11)-
1, 37-111-7), 37-16-9, and 37-Iti-lf

(n111(.1311(0 1992,111c State Sifperititclidrift of
;ducat ion rc fm.fic(1 flic Superintendent's

Force on Assessment for Accountability and
Learning and charged them with designing a
system of assessments to serve accountability
and individual assessment to meet the indi-
vidual instructional needs of students. The
assessments were to be designed in such a way
that education would have no alternative but to
change dramat icallv. The Superintendent was
interested in implementing three major
initiatives: a new assessment system, technical
preparation programs, and professional devel-
opment.

The fitiperintendent's Itsk Force's report and
recommendations were turned over to an
Implementation Task Force. The implementa-
tion process is being carried out 1w three
committees as follows: Norm-Referenced
:1ssessment ! aplementation Committee,
11'orkplacc (:onyetency/Emplovabilit

ssesstmnt Implementation Committee. and
I light School Exit Exam Implementation
Commit tee. There exists an Overall Implemen-
tation Steering Committee that consists of the
chair of the original task force, and the chair
and co-chair of each implementation
tee named. )-date, several committee reports
have been issued.

( tentiv state testing in Mississippi o (insists of the
li )11()% lug:

The FIBS and some Ri1e1 side produced and
soul ell pet 11 it mance assessment exercises l)eing

Background InfOrmationlOr the Report 11
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administered in grades 3-8 (for reading, lan-
guage arts, and mathematics) and the Tests of
Achievement and Proficiency (TAP) in grade 9
for integrated Language Arts and mathematics
(pilot study this year, to be implemented in the
1995-1996 school year). These tests al to be
given in the fall and used for instructional
improvement and school accountability
(accreditation, not broad accountability).

The Functional Literacy Exam which is admin-
istered first in the spring to students in the 11th
grade and is used both for a graduation re-
quirement and a school accountability require-
ment. This is a test of basic skills in reading,
written communication, and mathematics. A
very high percentage (approximately 94%) of
the students pass this test on the first attempt.
This test is tentatively scheduled to continue at
least through the 1995-1996 school year.

The proposed Mississippi Assessment of
Academic Proficiency (MAAP) (to replace the
FLE). This test is to cover reading, mathematics
and written communication and is to eventu-
ally be used for a graduation requirement and
an accountability requirement. A set of pos-
sible instruments from different vendors was
ideally (according to a "High School Exit
Assessment Implementation Table") to he
ready for a first pilot test to be given to 10th
graders in the Spring of 1995. A test was to be
selected from this set and given fOr standard
setting purposes in the Fall of 1995. The new
MAAP is not currently scheduled to "count" fOr
high school graduation requirements or
accreditation purposes until the Fall of 1996
(which would he the graduating class of 1999).

The Subject Area Testing Program (for all
students enrolled in the subject area that is
tested). Currently a test exists in Algebra 1, and
there are plans to develop one in biology and
one for U.S. History from the year 1877. The
algebra test needs to he revised to fit the new
curriculum structures. These tests are to be
used kg accountability purposes, not for
making judgments about individual students.

Occupational skills tests given to vocational
completers. Currently these tests are being
piloted in 15 sites and will be used fOr compli-
ance with federal requirements.

Workplace competencies to be given to stu-
dents in grade 12. Currently the state is under
contract with ACT to use four parts of Work-
Keys (Reading for Information, Applied
Mathematics, Writing, and Locating Informa-
tion), and pilot administration is to begin in the
Spring of 1995. The current plan for scores on
these tests to eventually be used in the account-
ability (accreditation) process.

The charge to the Panel primarily pertained to the
new MAAP exam (to be required for graduation).
However, the total context was relevant to their task.
Consequently, several sections of the report will
include comments related to the other portions of
the statewide assessment.

Outline of the
Report

THE FULL REPORT (CHAPTER 4) HAS A
short section (Section I) reviewing and
evaluating existing legislation and policies

related to the Functional Literacy Exam (FLE). In
Section II, the Panel reported on the complex issues
that must be faced during the planning and imple-
mentation stages of a high school exit exam. The
report calls attention to a series of issues, then
recommends solutions to some of them. In writing
this section, the panel tried to reference current
procedures for the FLE because many of the
procedures would be the same for the proposed
MAAP, or indeed any exit examination. Neverthe-
less, the panel acknowledged that they were prob-
ably not fully aware of all current procedures and,
therefbre, may in parts be offering advice that the
Mississippi Department of Education has already
implemented. They hoped that the Department
personnel would feel complimented rather than
offended by suggestions about procedures and
policies already in place.

Section Ill provides an overview of sonic of the
important steps to be considered in developing and
implementing a high school graduation test and
suggests when these steps need to be taken. Again,
parts of t his section may he offering suggest ions
that are already being implemented with the FLE
and can simply he adapted fOr the MAAP.

12 Background Information for the Report



Section IV relates to issues that should be consid-
ered when using test results fir accreditation
purposes. Although the Panel did not receive a
specific request for this section, they felt that
discussions about the use of test results were
critical.

Obviously, discussions in this report such as the
specific procedures to follow in building and
implementing an exit test, their timing, and the
resolution of the issues often overlap. It needs to be
stressed that no procedure will produce a perfect
assessment instrument or process. Perfect assess-
ment procedures simply do not exist. However, a
test should be as good as it can be given the con-
straints. Whether any given test Or process is legally
defensible is ultimately a decision fi the courts. If
f011owed, standards established by the measure-
ment profession make a test more defensible. But,
no set of standards should be used as a checklist.

This report cannot 171(1 is not intended to) replace
the advice that a state department of education will
need Tram an ongoing technical advisory c( >intuit-
tee. The advice from such a committee is essential
to the development of a technically and education-
ally sound program.

Definition of
Some Terms

THERE ARE SOME MEASUREMENT
terms which, while they have Eddy stan-
dard definitions among measurement

experts, are not always used by other educators and
lay people with the same meanings. 'lb facilitate
communication, the panel provided the filowing
definitions of some commonly used terms,

Norm-referenced
\Viten an assessment is norm-referenced, the scores
made by individual students are compared to the
scores of some identified norm group or groups.
The norm group be local, state, oat
(tht'ot cticallv)glAid. A tcquill'Imlit of north
(lei encing is drat die assessment given to all those

s ho wish to teletem e (nes ilgainst the not tot

grotty be given under the same standat (hied
ddministi ,ttie conditions scot ing plomItites

as the original norm group. For example, if' st u-
dents in thc. oorm group took the assessment under
timed conditions, the students whose scores were to
be compared to the norm group would have to take
the test under the same time constraints. Norm-
referenced scores are not dependent upon any type
of item format. Perlin-mance assessments and
multiple-choice tests can both be norm-referenced.
Norm referencing scores does not prohibit setting
standards or employing criterion-referenced test
interpretation.

Criterion-referenced
In criterion-referencing, one references the scores
by comparing them to a standard or set of stan-
dards. In a high school exit exam there would
typically be one standard and students whose
scores were at or above the standard would pasi and
those whose scores were below the standard would
fail. As with norm referencing, criterion-referenc-
ing does not depend upon any type of item fi-mat,
Scores from both multiple-choice and perfiw-
mance assessments can be criterion-referenced.
Again, to be fair, all students should take the test
under the same administrative and s( wing pr( we-
(lures. However, if there is no external norm group,
one need not be concerned about standardizing the
conditions to those under which the external group
took the lest.

Multiple-choice Item
Obviously this type of item has a set of options, and
the test takers choose (typically) one of the options
as the best answer. These items can he machine
scored %WV (Illidd C0111r1IN 10 some rhetoric.
multiple-choice items can assess higher-order
thinking skills and indeed can require problm-
solving skills to obtain the correct answer.

Performance-based Assessment
While this term can be used in a varlet V of ways, we
will use it to mean all assessments that require some
sort of constructed response which needs to be
scored. N.H.( wmatice-based assessments can, but do
not necessarily, require higher-order thinking skills
or problem-solving abilities. As mentioned above,
to be fair, all students should take these perfor-
mance exercises under the same administratke
and scoring procedures.

Background Inform I ion fOr the Report 13
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THIS REPORT OFFERS READERS
advice on the issues thitt need to be
considered (and resolved) and the
steps that need to he taken when
implementing a high school gradua-

tion test. Following a general introduction and a
review of legislation and policies related to the H.F
issues arc discussed under the following headings:

Curriculum/Test Specification Issues,

Additional Curriculum and Instructional
Considerations,

Psychometric Iss,ws,

Education Issues,

legal Issues.

Policy /Administrat lye Issues, and

!Inman and Financial Resource Issues.

Following those discussions, we. include a short
section on the sequencing of tasks and a section m On
using test scores fin. accreditation purposes.

The report contains 65 different recommendations
surrounded by extensive discussions. [(mewl., the
report cam n (and is not intended to) replace the
advice that the State Department of Education will
need front an ongoing technical advisory commit-
tee. S(nne of the more important of the issues ;did
recommen(lat ms ate discussed below in this
executive summary] lowever, we urge all readers tt)
study Ill(' total report.

Curriculum/Test
Specification
Issues

As RE(:()N1MENI)F,I) li1-1.1 IF, Ill( ;11
Sc hool Exit Assessment Imlttientatinn
Comtnittcr,thc initial assussincitt ',II cas of

the kt,,viii) should he limited to leading,

matlictitatit s and svi ittun ((mtimitti( dt intl. Mete
needs to be much store l.% ident ct,1 t lit t it ilia,

validity (opportunity to learn) prior to the imple-
mentation of the new MA AP and the state has an
obligation to provide professional development to
local teachers regarding how best to ensure that the
new compctencies are adequately taught.

We support the development of additional curricu-
lar structures. We believe '.w term curricular
structures is preferable to frameworks.

Psychometric
Issues

VALIDITY REFERS TO THE DEGREE TO
which evidence supports the inferences
that are made from atitietitilliellt scores.

Depart Melll Of Education employees need to be
cautioned against making any unsubstantiated
statements about what the assessment measures or
what inferent.es can he made from the assessment
scores. For example, a statement such as the assess-
ment would ensure that if' students passed they
"would 1w able to 1w successful in the real world,"
implies evidence of predictive validity. If no
predictive validity exists, such inferences cannot
legitimately he drawn.

Exercise development is very important. If the
developed exercises are faulty, the assessment will
be inadequate. Tlw assessment should lie specifi-
cally constructed for the graduation requirement.
It is very unlikely that any "off the shelf- existing
assessment package would he adequate. A Request
for Proposal (RFT) should be issued to (Ivvelk y this
assessment package. '1'1w RH' should demand that
the contractor design sufficient safeguards into the
assessment development to ensure adequate
content aliclity. lioth department employees and
an in-state content let iew team should be Minket!
in reviewing various processes and products
throughout the development stage.

Pei f ot mane e assessments Olt mid be used %yid) catt.
and recognition and consideration should be given
to the fact that such assessments are frequently trot
as psichomen ically sound nett ascust el fectiie
the mote traditional multiple choice
It is ti ile that pet !titillative assessments( all assess
some competencies that cannot be assessed is Oh
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mnItiple-choice items, and they should be used for
such competencies. Nevertheless, multiple-choice
items are the most efficient and effective fOrmat to
assess many competencies. There need to be com-
pelling reasons for using performance measures to
assess those competencies that are amenable to
assessment with more traditional approaches.

We applaud the recommendation of the High
School Exit Assessment Implementation Commit-
tee that there he two years of pilot work on the new
MAAP. However, we think their proposed time-line
is too optimistic. We advise that Mississippi move a
hit more slowly than originally planned, proceed
with appropriate thoroughness, and document
every step of the design and implementation
process.

Many specific recommendations are made rc,.ard-
ing technical issues such as scoring, standard setting,
item sensitivity reviews and item bias studies,
reliability, scaling/reporting, the number of firms
required, equating. and standards of test adminis-
tration. Some of these are quite technical in nature
and will not be covered in this executiv S11111111a1N.

Education Issues
THE NEW MAAP NEEDS TO EE ARTICU-
lated with the other tests in Mississippi.
Thought needs to he given as to whether the

various tests and their specific uses within the state
complement each other or result in competing
goals. Specific procedures regarding retesting
should be planned and adopted by the Board. A
proposal that addresses questions regarding the
remediat ion efforts and the respective responsibili-
ties of the state, the district, and the student needs to
he developed.

Legal Issues
T!ABILITY ISSUES MUST BE CONSIDERED.
Necessary statutes with respect to liability
should 1w obtained. All committees and staff

should 1w M161111(11 regarding their potential
liability.

Students and their parents need to be given suffi-
cient notice regarding the new graduation require-
ment. The new MAAP should not be implemented
until it can be demonstrated that students have had
an opportunity to learn the competencies to be
assessed.

All procedures, security provisi .ms of the assess-
ment, and issues concerning accommodations must
he documented.

Policy/
Administrative
Issues

Executive Suininary q. the Full Report

APLETHORA OF ISSUES NEED TO BE
resolved including administrative rules,
frequency of administra ion, etc.

Human and
Financial
Resource Issues
X E CAUTION AGAINST PROCEEDING

without sufficient staff and resources.
There probably needs to be additional

staff in both the student assessment anti the cut
riculum/instructional units of the department.
Advisory committees need to be established. These
include a testing policy advisory committee, at
item sensitivity review committee, a technical
advisory committee, a content review committee
fur each content area of the assessment. and a
committee to recommend the cut score. The
number of c(mtractors should probably be limited
to two. Sufficient financial resources are needed to
do the high qualit y job required to build an educa-
tionally sound and legally defensible assessment.
Information from other states should be obtained
to assist in determining the amount of resources
needed.
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Using Test Scores
for Accreditation
Purposes

IN THE ACCREDITATION SYSTEM, TI IF
-success of the school system" could and
perhaps should he defined in terms of the

number of students who demonstrate the desired
level of performance rather than in terms of aver-
age scores. It may he preferable to use the cumula
tive proportion who have passed the MA Al' at the
end of some given grade (e.g., grade II), rather than
the initial pass rate. The MDE should study. carefully
the alignment and weighting of all performance
standards used across the elementary., middle, and
high school grades.

Conclusions
IT IS POSSIIII.ETO DF.N'El.OP A WEI 1-
designed high school graduation test that meets
curriculum, psycht tic, educational, legal,

administrative, and resource requirements. I low-
(I'M the task is not easy. For it to) be done well, a
variety of steps need to be completed. For those
steps to he completed, adequate funding must be
made available.

Vitile all the recommendations are not covered in
this executive summary, we point out belmv some of
the most pertinent aspects that have been consid-
erd in the report.

It is legally inappropriate to hold students
accountable for passing an assessment that
coy ers material that they have not been taught.
This makes using a high stakes graduation
assessment to drive curricular change somewhat
troublesome. ( )te can use the announcement of
an upcoming assessment to (Irk(' curricular
change. This, of course, requites that there he
considerable time het %%vet die announcement
of the assessmeni and its implementation.

Multiple- choice items can measure highei
()idol thinking skills and pi of edtn es. l'ei for
111,0110 e;issessments may not otlei high enough

psychometric qualities to be used for high
stakes assessnunts.

It is unlikely that any "41.1 he-shelf" test would
be an acceptable high school exit test ft w the
students of Mississippi.

Requiring any national norm- referencing
component of the exit exam would complicate
the task of maintaining curricular validity for
the test.

There niiist he close articulation among the
Various assessment programs. They should not
work at cross purposes, and if' they are serving
the same purposes, perhaps less assessment is
needed.

The use of the various tests in a performance-
based accreditation model requires careful
thought regarding boys to set the erfbrinance
level and what metric to use in setting the level
(e.g., average periirance or percentage of
students above some cm se,,r.

1(S Executive Sum ?nary of he hill 1?eporl
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FOREWORD
THE EXTERNAL REVIEW PANEL, on
the Mississippi Assessment of Aca
demic Proficiency (MAAP) was
convened to advise the Mississippi
High School Exit Assessment Imple-

mentation Committee (HSEAIC), the State Board
of Education (MSBE), and the Mississippi Depart-
ment of Education (MDE) on important issues
surrounding the proposed high school proficiency
examination and other components of their state
assessment programs. The panel members are
national experts who have first -hand knowledge
and experience with large-scale testing programs:
they brought to the task a wealth of infewmation
and wisdom on the challenging issues that Missis-
sippi educators will face as they develop and
implement different aspects of their proposed new
assessment programs.

Our specific charges were as fifflows:

Review and evaluate legislation and policies
specifically related to the current. high school
exit exam in Mississippi, the Fun( tional Lit-
eracy Exam (FI ,E).

Review and evaluate the process and proce-
dures fbr designing and identif ving and / or
determining the new high school exit assess-
ment, the Mississippi Assessment of Academic
Proficiency (MAAP).

Review and evaluate curricular and instruc-
tional documents related to statewide assess-
ments at the secondary level, especially those
more closely related to the FI.E, and including
proposed academic standards and competen-
cies issued to districts for review for MAAP

( 1.uct a two -day site visit in Jackson, Missis-
consistent with objective's approved by the

I ugh School Exit Assessment Implementation
( tee: and

Complete a post-visit leport on the status of the
in (Oct. to include' recommendations to the
I ugh School Assessment Implementation
Committee and the State Board of Education.

All six members of the External Review Panel liad
been mailed a package of materials on the back
ground and implementation plans lot the pro-
posed Mississippi state assessment programs. 'Fine('
members of the External Review Panel met in
Jackson, Mississippi on November 30, December I.
and December 2,1994 (one additional member
could only attend on December 2).On December 1
and 2, those members of the External Review Palle;
present had the opportunity to interact with
individuals from the lbllowi lig groups: Mississippi
Department of Educajon Administrative Staff ,
MDE Assessment Staff, the Superintendent's task
Force on Accountability and Learning, Curriculum
specialists, and the I ugh School Exit Assessment
Implementation Committee. In addition. we met
with the Director of the Education hwum of
Mississippi. During those two days we also reeeneel
other printed materials related to the state assess-
ment programs.

The other two members of the panel planned to
attend the meetings in Jackson, but emergencies
kept them from doing set. Nevertheless they read all
the material,. sent them before and after the
meetings and have read, reacted to. and agree Willi
this final report.

Three other national experts ha% e reviewed this
panel's report few SERVE and their comments ha% e
been considered and basically followed in die I ;:ial
draft of this report. They are olw iously nert respon
sible w any errors in the report, and this report
should not be considered as having been endorsed
by them (although it Isom. belief that the basic all
agree with this rein

It is important to note that pot lions of the outline
and indeed much of the general content of this
report is patterited after "%Alio shut Rao M Wendelhip us

Hew, rd iv mplemen lal ion of I igh hool ( ;renttierlrnPt

liltS,%vrittcnbv kVilliam A. Mehrcus tor the Notch
(:entral Regional Educational Laboratorytry (Meh-
rens, W.A.,1993). That report, in turn, was panel lied
after a report WI Men by an expert panel, and
chaired by William A. Mehrens,.for the Michigan
Department of Education. We appreciate the
consent of the NCREI. to use that material.
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SECTION I:
Review of Legislation and
Policies Related to the FLE

WE HAVE READ SEVERAL PORTIONS
of Section 37from a Code related to
Statewide Testing Programs and some

Department reports on the FI.E (June, 1993) and the
total Mississippi Statewide Testing Program (Sum-
mary Report fbr 1994) that inform us (although
probably only partially) regarding relevant legisla-
tion and policies related to the Fl ,E. With respect to
the Ctide, various portions of Section 37 seem
appropriate legislation for the Ell and indeed for
the proposed MAAP. A February 10,1987 letter
f roar Ithen J state superintendent Boyd to the
I lonorable jack Gordon correctly pointed ttt that,
... "it is cumbersome and untimely to seek legisla-
tive amendments for what are routine educational
decisions." It appears that the legislators agreed
with this position and the Code is reasonably
general. Because the plan for the MAAP is to assess
the same three areas (reading, writing, and math-
ematis), the code may he appropriate for the
M AAP although written fbr the FI,E. flowever, in
various sections of the Code, the terms "basic skills"
and "functional literacy examination" (lower case,
not as a name of an exam) are used. It would
probably be preferable if a new code were written
with language more in keeping with the proposed
MAAP. Additionally, we recommend that someone
from the Attorney General's Office review sections
37-16-9 and 37-16-11 to see if they are worded
appropriately given new federal legislation (such as
the Americans with Disabilities Act I ADA I) and any
new state legislation or legal precedents.

In summary, we recommend that the code 1w
reviewed to ensure that it is appropriate, based on
tile proposed MAAP and the new federal legisla-
tion. Furthermore, until more details are decided
with respect to the MAAP, it is difficult to deter-
mine Just which policies or procedures should 1w
decided by the Department (an(I confirmed by the
R mud) and which may need t( tie in legislative
code. Thus, Our first recommendation.'

Recommendation 1:
Engage the services of someone from the attorney
general's office regarding whether a new
(revised) code needs to be written. The relation-
ships with this individual should be ongoing so,
as more specific decisions are made about the
MAAP, that individual can have input into the
decision of whether board policies or Legisla-
tion is preferable.

With respect to specific policies regarding the FI.E
that have been fitrmulated by the State Department
of' Education, those of which we are aware scent
well conceptualized and have served the state well
with respect to the FI.E. In the section to fbIlow, we
will be making some specific suggestions with
respect to policies that should be adopted fbr the
MAA lb the extent existing policies already curer
(nur sugg ostions, they can he ignored.

SECTION II:
Issues and Recommendations
Regarding the Proposed
MAAP

MANY ISSUES MUST BE CONSIDERED
when implementing a high school
graduation test. This section will address

several of the more important ones, including
curriculum/test specification, psychometric,
educational, legal, polic. /administrative, and
human/financial resource issues. Many of the
issues are connected and the resolution of one may
affect the others.

In preparing this report, we were mindful of legal
and professional guidelines that must be consid-
ered when designing and implementing a required
high school graduation test. Prof6;sional standards
for tests are articulated in ,Standards/ r Educational
and Psychological lekting(A ER A, A PA, N( :ME, 1985).
Many of the legal consideraticms have been ad-
dressed in the case of Debra PIP. rlington (1983,
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1984), a broad-based challenge to Florida's high
school graduation test requirement.

Curriculum/Test
Specification
Issues
0BVIOI 'SLY, ONE. MUST DECIDE WI LAT

to test befOre beginning to construct the
test. But the task is not a simple one.

General decisions need to be made regarding what
subject matters to test, but more specific decisions
need to be made also, including what subareas to
test in those subject matters and how many ques-
tions should come from each of the subareas. These
decisions are important tbr educational. psycho-
metric, and legal reasons. This section discusses and
of fers lecommendations on sonic of du' more
important issues.

Specify Subject Matters
The high school exit assessment implementation
committee has recommended that "testing will be
only in the areas of reading, math and written
communication because these subjects measure
sonic important basic high school competencies."
We agree with this recommendation. lb add
additional areas , .mold increase the costs and make
time-lines more dit ficult to meet. I lowever, the state
may wish to add additional subject matter areas in

the future.'

Recommendation 2:
The state board should abide by the recommen-
dation of the implementation committee to limit
the exit assessments to the areas of reading,
mathematics, and written communication.
Additional areas may be added at a later date.

Specify Content within Subjects
After deciding which subject areas to assess,( ne
must decide how those subject matters are to be
defined and which particular subparts to assess. In
keeping with the terminology used in Mississippi,
one must determine what standards and competen-
cies should he assessed. t thvioush, high school

graduation tests should not sample a state's total
curriculum for measurement, philosophical, and
legal reasons.

A particularly troublesome problem in Mississippi
is that the Curriculum Structures are in various
stages of revision. For example, the Mississippi
Mathematics Curriculum Structure has a 1995 date
on the outside cover and an October,1994 date on
the inside cover page. The official mandated
reading and written communication skills cur-
ricula were published in 1986, and a revision
process is scheduled to begin in early 1995. As we
understand the current plans, the English/Lan-
guage Arts and Reading will he meshed into one
curriculum.` The revision is estimated to take
about 18 months. Current plans (hopes) are that the
curriculum structures will be completed in time linr
training in the summer of 19%, the curriculum
structures will be piloted in 1996-1997 and will be
implemented first during the 1997-1998 school
Year.

Thus, schools are currently requil to teach the
1986 curricula in reading and written communica-
tion skills, and they have Just been mandated to
teach the revised mathematics curriculum.

A second problem has to do with the articulation of
both the content and the timing of the old FLE and
the proposed MAAP. (\V will make subsequent
recommendations following this articulation when
we discuss the timing concerns.) The FLE, still
required for high school graduation and still being
used for accountability purposes, covers content
that the schools should feel obliged to teach. The
FIE covers subparts of the 1986 curricula. Imple-
menting a new MAAP that covers different (01
perhaps just additional) competencies leaves
schools in a quandary regarding which of the
competencies should have higher priority in their
curriculum.

The pro( ess used thus far its Mississippi to deter-
mine the specific standards and competencies that
are to be the basis of the M is considerably less
than CX(11111)111N and far from complete. In fact, one
member of the implemental ion cminninee has
suggested that the pi ocess has been conducted in
somewhat of a backwards fashion.
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As we understand the process, the implementation
committee divided into three groups and, with a
couple hours of work, produced a set of standards
and competencies in Mathematics. These basically
came from the brand new Mathematics Curricu-
lum Structure. For the other two areas they were
produced based on the committee members'
knowledge of national movements in these two
curricular areas. After these statements had been
produced, they were put into a survey (the At a-
dem ic Content Standards & Competencies Ques-
tionnaire) and mailed to school districts. For
Reading and Language/Written Communication
the districts were asked to respond yes or no to three
questions for each Standard and Competency:
Currently being taught, Should be part of curricu-
lum, and Should be tested. Because there exists a
revised curriculum in Mathematics and the stan-
dards and competencies came from that, the
districts were only asked whether they should he
tested. (We assume that there is other documenta-
tic in regarding the responses of schools to the first
wo questions.) The results of the survey are con-

tained in a document entitled "Analysis of Results
on the Academic Standards and Competencies
Questionnaire Administered During September
1994" dated October 21,1994. In general the results
suggested that "all of the standards and competen-
cies in reading are currently being taught, should
he part of the statewide curriculum, and should 1w
measured on the exit examination." (Percents fbr
Yes responses ranged from 77% to I0(11%, across all
three questions for all standards and competen-
cies.) For Language/Written Communication,
"most of the competencies are being taught and
should be part of the curriculum. However, four
standards and one competency received low
percentages of 'yes' responses on the question
whether they should be measured on the exit
exam." For Mathematics, "the responses indicated
that the reviewers felt that one standard and three
competencies in the current curriculum should not
be measured on the exit examination."

We commend the gathering of the data on the
compets'ncies and standards. As we understand it,
the standards and competencies hir all three areas
will be revised based on the responses tothe ques-
tions and the open-ended responses.

In the delibet ations t egat ding the re% isions of the
standat ds and competencies, the I ISEAIC needs to

balance two competing interests. In his original
charge to the task force, the Superintendent
wanted the assessment program "to be designed in
such a way that education will have no alternative
but to change dramatically." This charge, coupled
with the moral and legal needs for holding students
accountable for learning only if they have had the
opportunity to learn presents a clear tension
between two existing fbrces. This tension is not
unique to Mississippi. Around the country those
interested in reforming education have suggested
(correctly) that assessment can serve as a powerful
catalyst tbr educational change. If schools and/or
students are held accountable fbr certain standards
and competencies, then those will he taught. The
tension arises because it is morally reprehensible
and legally impermissible not to grant a high
school diploma (a property right) to students
because they have not learned material that has not
been a part of their curriculum. In the Debra l v.
Arlington precedent, it was held that a student
cannot be denied a high school diploma tint/ As it has
been (Will ua tely demonsi ate(' that the student has had
an opportunity to learn the material on the test This
legal precedent has been incorporated into the
professional Standardsfor Educational and Psycho

ng(AER A, APA, NCME, 1985):

When a test is used to make decisions about
student promotion or graduation, there should
he evidence that the test covers only the specific
or generalized knowledge, skills, and abilities
that st fiddles have had the opportunity to learn
(p.41-42).

Thus, tension exists between wanting to use a high
stakes assessment (fr students) to relbrm educa-
tion and the desire to be fair to the students and to
have a legally permissible assessment. The state
must consider carefully the trade off between (a)
using assessment of desirable but currently not-
taught material as a catalyst for curricular change
and (b) restricting exit assessment content to
material that has been taught. While we recognize
the tension, we lean toward the fair and legal side
rather than the catalyst for curriculum refOrm side
of the debate.' Thus, we offer the following recom-
mendations.

Recommendation 3:
There should he another survey of the local
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districts to determine the opportunity to learn
the standards and competencies prior to the first
pilot administration of the test, and again at the
time of the first real administration. We strongly
recommend that both students and educators be
surveyed. If the evidence from the opportunity to
learn surveys suggests that the material to be on
the tests has not been adequately covered in the
curriculum, wc sitggest the exit requirements for
the assessments be postponed.

Recommendation 4:
Once the specific standards and competencies
are determined, this information should be
widely publicized in the local school districts.
This information should be disseminated in
enough detail to make students, parents, and
educators aware of the knowledge and skills to
be tested without providing so much detail that
the students can answer the questions without
understanding the curriculum.

Recommendation 5:
If the assessment is to include any material not
currently mandated by the state or taught in the
schools, there should be a state board adminis-
trative rule or statute which specifies that the
local districts must teach this material.

Recommendation 6:
Once the standards and competencies are
determined, the state must provide assistance in
the professional development to local teachers if
there is a need.'

Additional
Curriculum and
Instructional
Considerations

WE NVOI1.1)1.1KETC)RAISESEVLR.\ L
additional issues concerning Mississippi
( rtes icultun stI in Imes in , -net al and

the mathematic s( 111 t iculum so mini e in pal licit-

lar. The mathematics curriculum structure is
singled out because it is complete and because
mathematics will he one of the tested areas at lower
levels and on the new MAAP.

Mississippi Curriculum Structures
It is the understanding of the Es tcl nal Review
Panel that all of the core subject areas eventually
will have curriculum structures. The mathematics
curriculum structure and its accompanying
process guide as well as the curriculum structure
for social studies were given to the panel for review.
The science curriculum structure will soon be
considered fOr state adoption by the State Board of
Education according to the science specialist. The
English/Language Arts/Reading curriculum
MUMMY(' will be interdisciplinary in nature and
will be developed over the next 18 months. In all
cases it was reported that the curriculum structures
attempted or will attempt to embody the current
thinking of national professional organisations
and documents. Obviously this is desirable in that
national publications and conferences will address
various issues that are pertinent to the Mississippi
situation.

In several instances the term 'Irainovork" was used
1)V various persons intervit%yet1 as a synonym for
curriculum structure in a particular subject area.
The term "curriculum structure" appeared on both
the mathematics and the social studies documents
reyiesyed. Based on the composition and organita-
t ion of other state and national fratmlyorks, the
Mississippi curriculum structures are more akin to
curriculum guides. Curriculum frameworks are
broad in scope and do not provide teachers with
specific objectives for use in their classrooms.
l'ratn( works communicate the spirit, not the
specif ics, of the mathematics curriculum. In
addition, frameworks adtlress other issues such as
professional development, instructional materials
adoption procedur(s,(..ssential support systems, etc.
The two Nlississipj)i curriculum structures revicved
do provide information to the objective level and
define the curriculum in fairly specific va\ s.
I knee the term curriculum structure is the more
appropriate term to use %viten referring to the
documents that have been or are being developed

}.0iide instruction in Nlississippi schools,
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Recommendation 7:
The current documents used to define the
Mississippi curriculum in abpropriate subject
areas should not be referred to as frameworks
because they are more specific than frameworks
in the area of content but do not fully address
other areas that frameworks generally do.
Curriculum structure is the term that appears to
be the choice of Mississippi educators for the
documents described above."

Ma thema tics Curriculum Structure
Because the mathematics curriculum structure will
be used to define the mathematics content that will
be tested on the NIA113 as 1%1.11 as other measures of
achicemera. further analy sis Not be made of that

document and its companion document, the
mathematics process guide. Roth of these
recentl% been completed and some It achet icuta-
lion sessions held during the fall of 199 I.

Six content StrandS have been nIcntif ied in
.11 is %is., I rrieul ti w St inct w as
strands that will be taught at every grade level.
These arc as follows: ntiml)cr sense numeration
operations, patterns relations.fitm lions, algebra,
measurement, geometry, and statistics 'probabilit.
)bjectics are identified for each strand for each

grade level K-8 and for specific courses in the tipper
grades' curriculum. i'realgebi a can 1w taught as
early as grade 7, and algebra can be taught as early
asgradc8.The objectives for each strand seem to
I it adequately into the grades k-S curriculum since
each strand will likely be addressed at each of these
grades. Some of the object ies in some of the upper
level courses seem -forced.- \\lid(' it is Ilan' that
these six strands will be addressed in the secondary

1111.4111ton, it ma\ not he 11.11(' that each of the
strands will appropriately fit Mu) each min se of
the secundar% curriculum. For example, the
statistics probability strand seems to he one that
dues not l it well in each of the roan ses. Specil
tot .1).( obit.cti \ eti mitici
probability strand (p. 77) 'al foll,)tvs: sidc
elated tate pt ()Hems, solr optimi/ation problems.

,anal use interact ion to sole real life pi ()Hems. The
mime( film of the ohje( ti es with the sn and is not
icadik ;wpm alit. I lent e, it ma\ nut he ti iie that

ill ieut l\ fit itmu e\et \ ( 11 I I St'

'I he Repoli

Recommendation 8:
We suggest that the mathematics curriculum
structure be reexamined in light of the above
issues. Each strand may not fit well into every
course at the secondary level and need not be
forced to do so. Hence, as tests are constructed for
various purposes, this issue should be recog-
n ized.

Till' SCV(.11 process ith'IllifiC(1 in The Al i.ssis
si pin Memo irs proco8 ; wean. as kiilows:

problem solving, communicating, reasoning,
connecting, estimat ing, using technology, and
assessing. If the content strands identified earlier
were written horitontally across the top of a grid
and the process till'alldti were written (10\111 tilt' left
side oldie same grid, each cell of the grid vottld
represent the interaction of a content strand and a
process strandin general, this is the kind of infOr-
illation that the processguide provides for each of
grades 1:-S. Each cell would contain an activity that
indi(ttes Inns a content strand and a process strand
might interact in a desirable fashion. For
Pi.ealgebra, Algebra I, ( ;comet r, Algebra II, and
lligononictry,activities are described vhich
generally reflect combinations of several of the
process strands to sonic topics in those courses.

It appears that the content selected (tblong!) the
activities) lot. interaction %, ith the process strandsands is
not alitvs that delineated in the objectives of the
mathematics curriculum strituntrein general the
link betIvecti the pi ocess strands of the process
guide and the content objectives of the curriculum
structure are not itlvays explicit. We !whew !oat
this is the crucial link about whir)] teat het sate
seeking 11(.110 lin\ well teachers understand this
relationship ill determine how the content is
presented in classrooms.

Recommendation 9:

It would he desirable to have a closer cormla ion
between the objectives of the curriculum struc-
t u re and one or more of the process guide.
fl acherscould then better understand the
"wha t" and the "how" of their curriculum.
Because both documents have already been
published, some emphasis should he given to this
connection between process and content strands

stajfdez,elopment sessions at all levels. The
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degree to which all of the curicular and assess-
ment emphases correlate to one another at all
levels should be considered.

Of all the tests, only the MAAP (eventually) can
deny a student a diploma. However, all of the other
assessments should be providing "help" for stu-
dents to do well on the MAAP (see recommenda-
tion 62).

The Functional Literacy
Examination (FLE)
Obviously since the composite passing rate of the
current FLE is about 94%, the material being tested
has been taught by teachers and is being compre-
hended by almost all students. The new MAAP will
likely assess more advanced content when it is
ready. I however, in the interim, teachers are being
asked to adjust their curriculum and their teaching
to correspond to the mathematics curriculum
structure and the mathematics process guide, but
passing the HI will remain a graduation require-
ment. Some attention should be given to how the
current FEE content will be incorporated into the
new initiatives so that students will continue to
perfOrm well, even while addressing the new
curriculum structures, until the new MAAP is
ready.

Psychometric
Issues

A.... PARTICIPANTS IN THE TEST CON-
struction, administration, scoring, and
reporting process should be aware of the

Stu nda ?Ash r Educational and Ps vhologica l lestint g
mentioned earlier. This section is divided into sub-
sections on validity, item development, mix of item
(iirmats, field testing, scoring, standard setting,
item sensitivity reviews and bias st tidies, reliability,
scaling/report ing, number of forms, equating, and
standarditation of administrations.

Validity
validity is the most important consideration in
test evaluation...1..111(1j refit s to the degree to

55 filch that evidence supports the inferences
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that are made front the scores (AERA, APA,
N(:ME, 1985, p. 9).

Although validity is a unitary concept, evidence of
validity may be accumulated in many ways. Tradi-
tionally, such evidence has been categorized as
content, criterion-related, and construct validity
evidence. Different inferences that may be drawn
from a test score demand different types of validity
evidence. It is important not to make insupportable
inferences from the scores. The test name itself
may lead to an insupportable inference. For
example, calling a test a "Functional Literacy
Examination" as has been done fbr the previous
exit examination would support the inference that
a person who failed the test was illiterate. Thus, the
name should be chosen with rare. Wes up/port the

suggestion made bN the I !SEAR: local! the test the
A.s.sessinent of Academic Proficiency.

In addition to what a test is called, it is important
that public officials do not suggest in their writings
or speaking that inferences can be drawn from the
assessment which are not supportable. For ex-
ample, in our meetings on December I and 2 we
heard one person suggest that the assessment
would ensure that if' students passed they "would he
able to be successful in the real world." Such a
statement implies that there is some evidence of
predictive validity. If' no predictive validity exists,
such inferences can not legitimately be drawn.
Thus, the following recommendations.

Recommendation 10:
Every effort should be made to caution Depart-
ment of Education employees, the State Board of
Education, and other spokespersons against
making any unsubstantiated staements about
what the assessment measures or what inferences
can be made from the assessment scores. An
official statement shoul be made regarding the
assessment and the inferences that can be drawn
from the scores. There should be either good
logical reasons or empirical evidence for the
inferences that are to he drawn.

Recommendation 11:
Professional development activities related to
the new test should include discussions about
valid statements that may be made about the test
results.
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Exercise (test item) Development
it the developed exercises arefaulty, the « sses.sment is
inadequate. One of the most important aspects of a
good assessment is that it, indeed, measures the
standards and competencies (hereafter just called
content) that have been listed in the publications
describing the assessment content. One of the
major Standards to be considered is as lbllows:

When a test is to be used to certify the success-
ful completion of a given level of
education...both the test domain and the
instructional domain at the given level of
education should be described in sufficient
detail, without compromising test security, so
that the agreement between the test domain
and the content domain can be evaluated
( ERA, APA, NICME, 1985, p. 52).

This evaluation should not be left for the test's
critics to make after the test has been given. This
evaluation needs to he made at the time an assess-
ment is chosen or developed. Ensuring the test/
curriculum match and communicating the test
domain to others is likely to be mote difficult if the
curriculum strut ; tires stress quite broad, general
competencies. For example, one proposed curricu-
lum structure (science) will list competencies as well
as sample objectives for the local districts to Myer. A
problem is that the test will probably assess at the
objective level, and some districts could he instruct-
ing to objectives that match the broad competen-
cies on the curriculum structures but not the
specific objectives assessed on the test.

In ensuring a match between what the assessment
measures and the publicized content, it is unlikely
that am. "off the shelf- existing assessment package
would be adequate. Most likely, an assessment
package will need to be specifically built to match
the Mississippi standards an(, competencies.

Recommendation 12:
Plan on constructing an assessment to he used
specifically for the graduation requirement. Be
very skeptical of any con tractor who suggests an
off the shelf test will adequately meet the re-
quirements of a Mississippi High School exit
examination.

The Ell ll Repo

In developing the assessment, there must be several
steps taken to ensure an adequate match between
content and test specifications.

Recommendation 13:
Demand that the contractor design sufficient
safeguards to ensure that the assessment ad-
equately samples the defined content.

Items can be faulty for a variety of reasons. If the
original items are faulty, either because they do not
match the defined content or for other reasons, it is
difficult to "fix" the test at the field test stage of
development. Any item substantially revised
following a field test should be subjected to another
field test. Thus, it is important to have well-trained
item writers.

Recommendation 14:
Any request for proposal (RFP) for item/test
development must be written to elicit sufficient
information from the prospective contractors so
that the bid will not be awarded to an incompe-
tent contractor. The department will need to
audit closely the work of the contractor to ensure
adequate item development, tryouts, revisions,
etc. It is critically important to have an instate
content area review team composed of teachers,
curriculum supervisors and university curricu-
lum specialists determine the quality of the item
specifications and the items and recommend
appropriate revision to the contractor?

Because the FI.E has been given in the same three
subject matter areas called for in MA AP. it mar he
possible that sonic of the items used in that exam
can be used (or revised) for the MAAR Givcn the
expense of item development, it would 1w wasteful
to discard items if they match the new standards
and competencies.

Recommendation 15:
Both the department and an instate content
review team should review the items currently
being used on the FLE to determine whether any
of them match the new standards and competen-
cies. If they are of sufficiently good quality,
consider using those items on the MAAR.'
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Mix of Item Formats
An issue that should be considered early is the mix
of item fbrmats. Some critics of multiple-choice
items suggest incorrectly that such a format cannot
tap into higher-order thinking skills. The rhetoric
of such critics suggests that multiple-choice items
can only measure basic, isolated bits of recall. Such
is clearly not the case and we hope that those
designing the assessment do not harbor such fault'
beliefs. While multiple-choice items can measure
higher-order thinking and problem-solving skills it
is certainly true that multiple-choice items cannot
measure all possible outcomes. However, good item
writers are able to write appropriate (e.g., tapping
objectives beyond factual recall) multiple-choice
items for mathematics, reading, and some portions
of language arts ( urricula. (Writing should prob-
ably he assessed by asking students to write.)

Those who specify the proportion of items from
different formats should he informed by measure-
ment experts regarding which competencies can
be assessed by which types of formats. State depart-
ment officials need to recognize at the outset that it
will he expensive, both in terms of time and money,
to gather perfin-roatice assessments on every high
school graduate. Wainer and Thissen (1993) have
found in their study of the Advanced Placement
Chemistry Test that a 75 minute multiple-choice
test in chemistry is as reliable as a 185 minute
constructed response test. Because of scoring cost
differences, the relative difference in costs for a
given level of reliability is truly staggering. Wainer
and Thissen (1993) estimated that if one, for ex-
ample, wanted a test with a reliability of 0.92, it
would cost 3000 times as much fin- a constructed
response test as fir a multiple-choice one.

N')t only are there reliability and cost problems
associated with performance assessments, but there
are a myriad of oth( r problems in areas such as
validit v, standard setting, and eq.aatio.g. Those non-
measurement educators pushing for performance
assessments should attempt to become educated
with respect to these measurement problems. A
recent survey of alternative assessments (Wolcott &
11()1Iman (1994) has concluded that "attaching high
stakes to port folio and performance assessment
seems pretnat ure at this point" (p. vi). Certainly., if
performance assessment (constructed response)
exercises are used, there are a number of additional
considerations regarding such issues as scoring,
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scaling, equating, and reporting that are addressed
in later sect ions of this report.

Recommendation 16:
The department should provide, possibly
through the technical advisory committee,
statewide staff development for educators to
increase awareness of measurement issues as well
as the high cost associated with performance.

Recommendation 17:
Unless there is a compelling non-measurement
reason, do not use the constructed response item
format for competencies that can be assessed via
multiple-choice items. Do not use any portfolio
assessments (one type of performance assessment)
for the MA AP.9

Finally, the State Department of Education must
make a decision regarding how many items to
develop initially. While this decision is related to
other decisions (such as how marry times a %Val' to
test, whether any given form can he reused, and
whether anchor items are used for equating
purposes), two general recommendations can be
made.

Recommendation 18:
Contract for enough items initially so that after
losses through pilot and field testing sufficient
items will remain to build forms through the
second administration year. There should be
a longer range plan to develop a complete bank
of items.

Recommedation 19:
Reissue a contract in sufficient time to have
items developed and tried out (possibly embed-
ded in a live form) prior to their being needed
for the third year.

Pilot (field) Testing
We are very positively impress:A with the t (com-
mendation of the High School Exit Assessment
Implementation ( :0)111111ittee that there 1w two) years
of pilot work on the new MA AP 1 lowever, as we
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understand their current proposal for the first
pilot, it would be to evaluate a variety of pilot
assessment instruments from different vendors.
While vendors will likely bid to produce a pilot, we
are not convinced that this is the best way to pro-
ceed. One would have to write an REP for the pilots,
fund all those vendors who produce reasonable
responses, test them all, go through some process to
pick the correct vendor, etc. It seems preferable
(certainly more efficient) to place an REP that is as
specific as possible for the "real" test and then
Mississippi simply should choose the best response
to that REP. This would allow more fOcused atten-
tion from the very beginning on the test that will
actually be used. Thus, the following recommenda-
tion.

Recommendation 20:
Issue one RFP for the development of the actual
MAAR Do not issue a separate RFP inviting
vendors to build pilot tests from which you will
choose "the best".

Another ix Mu that should he considered is
whether some of the items for the new MAAP can
he pilot tested through being embedded into the
Fl .E. There are both positive and negative aspects
to such a procedure. One positive aspect is that it
should he cheaperknother is that the students
who take pilot items embedded into real tests will
be motivated to try their best. A possible negative is
that the items may he so different from those in the
H.E that it will he apparent that they are pilot items.
A second negative is that harder items on untaught
content embedded in the FILE will negatively
impact the morale (and therefore the perfOrmance)
of the students who must pass the FI,E. At any rate,
some consideration should be given to piloting
items within the FI,E. The External Review Panel
does not have a consensus recommendation regard-
ing the wisdom of this. I lowever the pilot testing is
done, it is essential that enough items survive the
pilot tests so that there will remain enough items
for two years worth of actual fOrms. Depending on
the frequency of lest administration, this would
mean enough items for four or six forms of the
tests.

With respet t to the proposed timeline, the I ISEAR
has suggested the first pilot be in the spring of 199

fin- all eligible students in grade 10, the second pilot
to he in the Lill of 1995 to obtain data fir standard
setting, and the first "real" administration to be to
10th graders in the fall of 199f). We have some
concerns about this. First, we believe that it is vet v
optimistic to expert the first pilot to be ready by the
spring of 1995. Secondly, it would be preferable to
have the pilot administered at the same time of
year as the first real assessment will be adminis-
tered. Thirdly, we think it would be nearly impos-
sible to have a quality first pilot ready by the fall of
1995. Finally, as mentioned in the section on content
specifications, we are concerned that the standards
and competencies to be measured are not vet
determined and that the process for developing the
new curriculum structures kw Reading and Lan-
guage/Communication has hardly begun and is
not scheduled for implementation until the 1997-
1998 school year.

Recommendation 21:
Be flexible on the time lines. We believe it would
be preferable to delay the first pilot until the fall
of 1996, the second pilot in the fall of 1997, and
the first real assessment in the fall of 1998. This
means that the first graduating class affected
would be the class of 2001.'0

Following the pilot testing, the results should be
disaggregated by appropriate demographic
characteristics (e.g., gender, ethnicity, geographic
location, students with limited English proficiency,
students with disabilities, etc.). The results should
be studied carefully fin possible bias, quality of the
items, etc. Careful consideration should he given to
how widely the results of the pilot should be shared.
If there are two pilots (as suggested by the imple-
mentation committee and as we strongly support)
and the second pilot seems to be pretty much like
the final assessment will be, we believe the results

pilot sltoulti ideally he
should he shared very la srste1.1(1;:fictlhe

actual implementation, rather than a repiloting of
the items. This is a great opport unity to address all
problem areas and program logistics. This would 1w
au ideal time to try out sonic report forms to see if
they are intelligible (user friendly). Further, be-
t ause this assessment will cover more challenging
content than the FLE it replaces, it is important that
districts have an advance awareness of what will
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likely he lower scores and, depending on the cut
score, likely a higher failure rate, than they are used
to seeing from the FLE.

Recommendation 22:
Consider what detail of reporting should follow
the pilot tests. We believe the first pilot should be
viewed as a combination research and develop-
ment effort and results need not be widely
shared. The results of the second pilot should be
widely shared.

Recommendation 23:
Develop procedures and decision rules regard-
ing which items in the pilots are OK, which need
to be revised, and which need to be discarded.
Develop documentation procedures regarding
these decisions.

Scoring
The scoring of' the objective portions of the exami-
nation should he contracted to a national scoring
service. Commercial cant 'actors have a great deal
of experience and are well-equipped to do this
scoring accurately and ..fficiently.

There are legitimate arguments both for haying
the performance assessments (constructed re-
sponse items) scored by in-state teachers and for
having them scored by an outside-the-state con-
tractor. Reviewers of this document have made
arguments on both sides of this issue. An argument
for in-state teacher scoring is that teachers often
enjoy and learn much from the scoring process.
t 'sing in-state teachers to score the papers may
either add to or subtract from the credibility of the
process, depending in part upon the quality of the
training and monitoring process. At any rate,
teachers should not be scoring papers from their
own or surrounding districts as they could be aware
of the identity of the students whose papers arc
being scored. I f in-state teachers are to be used, the
scoring sessions should be conducted by a scoring
contractot yith the clear understanding that
teachers who cannot score reliably of validly will he
dismissed.

Strong arguments can be made for using out-of-
state personnel to score subjective tests. The major
ones are timely scoring and costs. One state costed
out the scoring of writing and fnund that using
classroom teachers was the more expensive option.
An "army" of teachers must leave their classrooms
few at least fine' to six weeks two or three times a
year (depending on how of ten the assessment is
administered). These individuals must he paid their
regular rates and substitutes must be provided.
More important, however, their teaching expertise
is lost during this time. Their students will never
have the benefit of that lost instruction. Ways can
be fimnd to involve some in-state teachers without
the disadvantagesfor example, by using teams of
teachers to observe the scoring process and using
committees of teachers to assist in making policy
decisions about scoring. We believe this preferable
to actual in-state scoring. 'The scoring of high-
stakes assessments in a reliThle and valid manner is
far more important than whatever staff develop-
ment or public relations value there might be in
using in-state scoring.

One could, of course, use both in-state and out-of-
state scoring and compare the results. 'The stale

should consider carefully the a iiPes with respect to

validity, cred ibil ity of results, costs, and ability to receive

Indy .scores. NVe offer the following recomenda-
tions.

Recommendation 24:
Contract for professional scoring.

Recommendation 25:
Develop a professional development packet to be
used with teachers based upon the results of each
year's scoring.

Standard Setting
When using a cut score on a test to determine
whether individuals pass or fail, "the cut score
becomes Ow linchpin in the decision process"
(AMA, Al", A N( 1985, p.50). Net, standard..
setting is a subjective process, and typically dule is
dissonant e. between where policvmakers think the
cut score should be and the implication of that cut
score finr the failure rate , policvmakers would
typically think the cut score should be reasonably
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high until they discover that such a cut score
produces a "high" failure rate).

Much professional literatureexistson the method-
ology for standard setting. In general, this measure-
ment literature supports the following points: (1) A
trained standard-setting committee should he
involved in making recommendations regarding
the standard. (2) This committee should use an
iterative process that includes information about
the failure rate by major ethnic groups (and per-
haps other special populations), (3) The impact data
should be obtained front the first adm ra lion, not Hu,
pilot test. (More needs to he said about this point.
While the measurement literature would agree
with this, and the panel members agree with this
point when wearing their measurement "hats."
there is a legitimate (non-measurement) argument
on the other side. As one panel member has
pointed out, there is a question regarding the
practicality and timeliness of setting the standard
alter the first administration. From a practical
standpoint, this puts the Department and State
Board in the difficult position of administering a
high stiikes test and being unable to tell parents and
students the score they will need to make to pass.
Also at issue is how fast the students will need to
receive the scores. The "wheels of policy-making"
move slowly so that haying the standard-setting
committee convene after the test data are hack and
then making a recommendation to the Board could
result in a considerable time lag. Thus, there may be
considerable pressure to set the cut score before the
first administration, and some states do that.
I lowever, other states do wait until real data arc in,
and measurement experts clearly prefer waiting.)
(4) The recommendations from the standard-
setting committee, a description of the process they
used, a discussion of the relative costs of false
positives and false negatives, and the fact that
scores will go up across time should he taken to the
gt otip officially responsible for setting the stan-
dard, and this group should make the final decision
regarding where to set the cut score. On high-stakes
tests where the content of the tests is at a reasonably
high level (as on the MA A P), it would generally he
considered inappropriate to simply set the stan-
dard at 70(4,as we believe was done on the H
I lowevcr, the philosophical mhtet of allowing for
a lower score on one test to be partially compen-
sated for by a higher score on another testas is
!wing done on the Fl ,Eis appropriate hot) a

technical point of view if it is philosophically/
educationally acceptable. If one does employ a
partial compensatory model, the members of the
various standard setting committees should be
aware of this and they should be trained accord-
ingly." We do not give specific recommendations
about the training process, but rather, recommend
further advice about this difficult problem.

The following broad recommendations are made
regarding standard setting.

Recommendation 26:
Reconsider the current plan to set the standard
using the pilot study results as impact data.
While this may be preferable from some practi-
cal points of view, it is not the approach pre-
ferred by measurement experts.

Recommendation 27:
Appoint and train a standard-setting commit-
tee. This committee should be composed of
individuals who are both qualified and credible.
A majority of the committee probably should be
Mississippi public school educators with
knowledge and experience both in the subject
matter being assessed and at the grade level of
the students being assessed."

Recommendation 28:
Use a technical advisory committee to help
develop a specific standard setting procedure."

Recommendation 29:
The State Board of Education should 1,, ablish a
passing score through administrative rule based
upon a recommendation by the superintendent
of public instruction with the advice of appro-
priate committees.

Setting standards for perfOrmance assessments has
been considerably less researched than setting
standards for multiple-choice tests. One could, of
course, set separate standards for the tvo item
formats within it subject matter and use a conjunc-
tive model kw making the pass decisions one
would have to pass both "subtcsts" within the
subject matter). Setting separate standards for the
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two fimats is not recommended by us for a variety
of psychometric reasons. In the first place, it is
unlikely that the perfOrmance assessment portion
of the assessment would be long enough !Or one to
place any confidence in either its reliability or
validity as a stand-alone assessment. Second, such a
process would make even more difficult the equat-
ing problems. Nevertheless, combining both types
of formats poses formidable problems. Given the
state of the art, it is reasonable to suggest the
following recommendation.

Recommendation 30:
Engage in several small scale pilot study ap-
proaches to setting standards on assessments
composed of multiple-choice and performance
assessments. Do statistical analyses regarding
the impact of these approaches.

Because the initial failure raw probably will be
greater than the failure rate after the test has been
in place fi n- several Years, it may be reasonable to set
incremental cut scores over t inn This allows the
cut score to he set so that an inordinate number of
students do not fail at the beginning. but the state is
not locked into a cut score that is lower than desir-
able. The advantage of setting these incremental
cut scores at the beginning is that it may he easier to
do than to reset the cut scores later.

Recommendation 31:
Consider setting incremental cut scores for
different graduating classes when the State
Board of Education makes its initial decision.

Another issue regarding standard setting is what
standard should be set for accreditation purposes.
11e address the issue of using yciriotis pieces of test
data for accreditation in more detail later in the
report, I losvert, it seems worth mentioning here
that if one wants schools to strive to get all students
ahoy(' the cut score so that the\ can graduate, any
accreditation use rule should not !Ore(' districts to
choose betyeen working for accreditation and

high (e.g.. IOW [MSS EMU I'm the

students.

Item Sensitivity Reviews and
Empirical Bias Studies
All assessments should he designed to be free of
ethnic. cult ural, and gender "bias." There are well-
developed methods to eliminate such bias. The first
is in the trainink of the item writers. They should
be trained to avoid certain swreotypical words and
phrases that may be offensive or may' give an unfair
advantage to a particular ethnic, cultural, or
gender group. (Another group that should be
considered is the Thcational Technical students.
One individual we interviewed was concerned
about the fairness of writing prompts for those
individuals. This is a legitimate concern and should
be kept in mind. It would also be appropriate to
have the item writers keep in mind other special
populations such as those who have certain disabili-
ties.)

A second procedure is to have all items !reviewed by
a committee of individuals specifically trained to
detect items that may show such insensitivit v. The
item sensitivity re% iew team can be trained to fitis
on a variety of different groups StIC11 as those
discussed in the previous paragraph.

A third procedure is to compute "di! ferential item
functioning" statimics on all of the items based on a
pilot study (field tryout). 1)Ite to the numbers of
inch% iduals that exist in the different groups, these
statistical procedures call probalth he clone nl on
major grotys such as both genders and the pre-
dominant ethnic groups. 'Mose items that are
"flagged" by such a statistical analysis should then
be 1%rc night hack to the item sensitivity review
committeeand probably to the relevant subject
matter content (1%111111'ml-16r a final determina-
tion of whether those items should in' lento% ed
I rom the item hank. A fourth pm( cdttre is ocollect
committee menthes s' judgments on whether of not
the test as a whole is relatively f nee r bias.

It should be pointed out that %%lien a test is tom-
posed of items with dill et cm fOrmats and those
items may carry dif ferent "weights" the task of
scaling 111c test (see below) which isa PuTcqui%itc
to empirical differential item Itru t lotting proce-
duresis a hit muse intricate. and prospecti%
c mitt a( tot s should t espond to RH' with details
tegattling hors then sill proceed with such 11 a task.
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It is important to note that while the test should he
free from "bias," this does not mean that all ethnic,
cultural, and gender subgroups should necessarily
have the same mean level of perfOrmance. If some
groups truly have not achieved as many of the skills
in one of the subject matter areas (or indeed on a
particular item), the test (item) should reflect that
true state of affairs. Based on the findings from
many previous assessments, the Mississippi Depart-
ment of Education should anticipate that not all
subgroups are achieving at the same level and that
the test scores will show those differences. Tlw
purpose of the item sensitivity reviews and the
differential item functioning studies is to gather
data « ) allow for informed judgments about
whether the individual items and/or the test items
collectively contain irrelevant content that results
in unfairness to a subgroup.

Recommendation 32:
The item sensitivity reviews should be completed
by a committee that is selected and trained
specifically for this task." Most members should
represent the state's predominant minority
groups. However, it would be wise to include at
least one member of the committee who is a
minority group member from out-of-state and a
recognized expert in this area.

Recommendation 33:
Conduct statistical differntial item functioning
differentially for different groups should be
flagged and reviewed (but not necessarily
discarded) by an item sensitivity review commit-
tee (conceivably-but not necessarily-the commit-
tee used for the item sensitivity review) and a
content review committee. Clear guidlines
should be developed regarding how to respond to
flagged items, how to handle committee mem-
bers' disagreements. etc.

Reliability
Reliability pertains to test tam e
that is clue It, ruulont el tor. Data should have high
reliabilit 5.Thete is. .tii teittl% sonic debate about
just how reliability should best be o al( slated lot
pet hit Mani a ,ISM'%%111('111N.1 he shall' 111,1 \ %%ant to)

01,1111 specific ,111% ii CI I (MI d 1(11111i( ill ad%isot

committee on the best way to combine perfor-
mance and multiple-choice assessments and
whether to obtain reliability through a battery
reliability formula or some other approach. While
those responsible for monitoring the quality of the
assessment should study various approaches and
ask the contractor in an RFP to provide specific
recommendations, we offer the following recom-
mendation.

Recommendation 34:
Obtain the following reliability estimates;
internal consistency, interrater reliability's,
genera lizability across performance samples,
and the reliability or standard error at the cut
score.

Scaling/Report ing
()tin tests have been scored, the students' results
must be reported. (;encralls, it is not considered
wise to report the "raw: scores" (e.g., number of
items right on a test). The scores are typically
reported bastql On sonic mathematical I ransh ma-
t ion of the raw scores so that the transformed scores
have certain statistical properties (e.g., a specific
mean and standard deviation). When multiple-
choice items and perfitrmance assessment items are
combined into the same test and one wants a single
score, there are difficult decisions to be made
regarding how to combine the two sets of items.
The easiest approach ( not necessarily the best) is to)
determine in advance how many raw score points
to assign each level of performance on the perfor-
mance assessment items and to simply acid these
points to the number of multiple- choice items an
individual gets correct. A second approach would
be to score the two) sets of items separately and then
combine those two) scores through some a Iniori
weighting scheme. That scheme could be based on
a logical, philosophical weighting or an (limit ic;i1
weighting based on any number of dif revolt!
variables such as their separate reliability estimates.
subtcst infounation functions, etc. A third ap-
proach vs.+ tuld be to use an IRV model that scones all
the items together. The! e, the I S pit al choices at r
one- pmamteter or a multiple-pat ;nuclei model.
Anodicr approach is not to comi.ine the two types
of assessments at all, hut to scald them sepal melt
and to set two sepal ate c tit sec )les.' low the «finbin-
ing gels (14)111' (ol '1111(111(1 thesotes,uel,ept
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separate) has relevance for reporting and for
equating approaches considered later. I low the
weighting/combining gets done also could be
extremely important to an individual student. In
addition, a particular combination method may he
more beneficial to some subgroup (e.g., one gender
or some ethnic group).

Recommendation 35:
Consider carefully how the performance assess-
ments and multiple-choice items are to be
combined. There should be expert advice regard-
ing this and empirical studies showing the
differential impacts of various approaches on
individual students, groups of students, ease and
quality of equating procedures, etc.

Because high school graduation tests are not
typically designed to chit ferentiate among those
passing, and because one should not encourage use
of information in on the dif ference in students' scores
above the cut score (e.g., for employment decisions
after graduation or for district accreditation
decisions), one would typically report scores above
the cut score only as a "pass."

Other questions arise for those who do not pass.
Educators typically want high school gradual ion
tests to be diagnostic. Thev believe that (idling
students should be given some in that
would facilitate efficient and effective reediation
cll.( iris. That is understandable, hut it is difficult to
design a test that is of high quali v both for deter-
mining accurately who deserves to pass and fir
determining just what the specific diagnostic
recommendations should be for individuals who
fail. Thus the dilemma. Reporting sub-test scores
may imply more diagnostic information than can
he justified based on such technical considerations
as tlw reliability of the difference scores. I lowevcr.
not to report sub-test scores limits the usefulness of
the scores (Or remedial ion. Because reporting sub-
test scores is a multifaceted and technical issue, it
deserves careful attention.

If the de( ision is mac, to report sub-test 50 ores (as
we suspect it will be), it will have implications lot
the test specifications and test development.
Troublesome problems Inas. at isc. if I ht assessments

make use of a Satiety of item types. 1'1w subscales
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composed of primarily performance assessment
exercises are not likely to be as equivalent across
Fears as the subscales composed of m iple-choic
items. This mav have implications hr how to
communicate the subscales. Further, the item
weighting of the constructed respcmse and mul-
tiple-choice items will impact the decisions regal d-
ing subscale reporting.

Careful thought should be given to what has been
learned regarding how the subscores reported lot
the FI.E have been interpreted and Med. I'et sonnet
11'0111 the State Department of Education shi
make concerted efforts to determine the accept
ability (both from a public acceptability point of
view and from a psychometric point of view )( Ii Olt'
current apprOal h and determine Willi hel Challgrs
heed t() he Made fi wthe MA AP

The issue of which transformed scores (scaled
scores) to use for reporting is also a cliff ie nit tee hni-
cal issue that cannot be solved in the abstract.
Numerous scores could be used. I 'sing tht. panne

sealed scores across subject matters (loos have some

advantages, and we would recommend it. Howes et.
using a common scale across subject areas Inas hale
implications foir test des clopment.

Recommendation 36:
Scores should be reported as pass or fail. Those
individuals who fail should be given some
information regarding now close they wen to
passing, and they should be given some diagnos-
tic information that would facilitate remedia-
tion efforts. Important technical details (e.g.,
reliability of difference scores) regarding
various methods of reporting diagnostic infor-
mation should be worked out and specific plans
should be formulated by a technical advisory
committee prior to approval of the final test
specifications.

Recommendation 37:
Use a common scale across subject matter areas.
This takes some advance planning to avoid
adopting a scale that is appropriate for one test
but unworkable for another.
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Recommendation 38:
Consider whether it would be better to keep the
same scaled score approach as is being used on
the FLE or whether it might be better to change
the score to avoid confusing the two."

If the assessment were to be norm-referenced,
there should be a reporting of an individual's
norm-referenced score. Although we realize that
there has been some discussion in Mississippi of the
MAAP being norm-referenced as well as criterion-
referenced, we see extremely troublesome mea-
surement and legal problems in trying to develop
an exit assessment that both matches the Missis-
sippi curriculum and is normed ou a representative
national sample. We would much prefer to have the
MDE use the norm-referenced ninth grade 1:1Por
the Work Keys test as a measure of how Mississippi
st udents are doing in comparison to a national
average than to try and make the exit examination
both nationally norm-referenced vet have the
content be representative of state urriculum
strict ores.

Number of Forms
The number of forms that need to be available for
the MAAP deserves careful consideration. (We are
not considering forms that are identical except lOr
the pilot items as being separate forms. It should
also be pointed out that the number of fOrms
available for the subject matter tests and fbr ltork
Keysare relevant issues for consideration.) We offer
the Mowing recommendation regarding forms.

Recommendation 39:
Develop rules/procedures for designing forms
for makeup examinations and out-of-school (i.e.,
adult education) populations." Determine
whether forms will be reused. Determine how
many times you will administer the test each
year. Determine equating procedures (e.g.,
number of anchor items). Based on these consid-
erations, develop enough alternate forms to last
through the second year of test administration.
Develop more forms/items during this time. so
that a sufficient supply is continuously avail
able.

Equating
High school graduation test questions need to
remain secure, and they cannot be c used to any
great extent. (We would make the same statement
about the course exams and Work Keys tests.)
However, to he fair to individuals who take differ-
ent fbrms of the test, the fbrms need to be equated.
It is particularly important that diploma-sanction
tests he equated at tne cut score, so that a perfor-
mance level that was considered a pass on one form
of the test would not he considered a fail on a
different fbrm. There are many ways to equate, but
we should stress that the process becomes a bit
more difficult if there are both perfbrmance
assessment items and multiple-choice items. The
process becomes even more difficult if' the propor-
tion of the item types does not remain constant
across fOrms and/or if the decision has been made
to scale the two item fbrms separately.

There are many' ways to equate, but the two more
common general procedures considered viable for
diploma sanction tests are to use anchor items or to
pre-equate. Anchor item equating is generally.
preferable to pre-equating for final cut score
decisions, because the subareas of the test will likely
he differently affected by instructional changes.
.Pre- equating should he clone when initially build-
ing various test forms. The cut score will, of course,
be set on the original form. The wording of the rule
adopting a cut score needs to be carefully consid-
ered so that it is clear how to equate that score to
scores on subsequent fbrms of the test.

Recommendation 40:
Use a technical advisory committee to help
develop specific equating procedures.

Standardization of Test
Administration

Recommendation 41:
Carefully consider policies regarding all test
administration conditions. For example, the
decision whether or not to use calculations in the
mathematics test must be constant across all
administrative sites. Train personnel ad-
equately to administer the tests. Consider
random auditing of the administration process
to ensure uniformity throughout the state.
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Education Issues
Au. OF THE ISSUES INVOLVED IN A
high school graduation test (as well as the
other Mississippi assessments) could be

considered educational issues. However, in this
section, five special kinds will be discussed:articula-
tion with other tests, retesting, remediat ion, special
education, and adult education.

Articulation with Other Tests
The Mississippi high school graduation test should
he articulated with the other tests in Mississippi.
(This seems like an appropriate time to stress that
there needs to be articulation among the various
committees (e.g., norm-referenced committee, exit
test implementation committee, etc.). Several
individuals we interviewed thought the communi-
cation across these committees was less than ideal.)
Of particular concern should be the early testing
(e.g., the FIBS, the Performance Assessments, and the
1:1Pgiven in grades 4-9), the end-of cou rse tests, and
the Work Keys tests. As we understand the current
accreditation procedure, the various tests all count
in a fbrmula for determining accreditation.
Thought needs to be given as to whether these
various tests and their specific uses within the state
complement each other or result in compel ing
goals.

In a subsequent section on accreditation we will
discuss some of these issues further. Here we would
like to point out that, whatever the uses of other
tests in an accreditation system, Mississippi should
administer tests in earlier grades that would assist
in identifying students who may not he acquiring
prerequisite knowledge and skills at the expected
rate to enable them to pass the MAAP Attention
needs to he given to the relationship of the content
on the grades 4-9 tests to the content that is on the
MAAP. Ideally the early grade testing would be
testing for the specific prerequisite knowledge and
skills chat are important for passing the MAAP. If'
not, the early tests could not be used to identify
those likely to need additional instructional sup-
port prior to taking the MAAP. While ideally, there
would he a relationship between the contents, it
seems important to call the reader's attention to
some additional concerns. It is surely possible for a
student not to have acquired some prerequisite
knowledge and skills by, say, grade 8, yet that

studentwith appropriate efliwtmay well acquire
the knowledge and skills necessary to pass the
MAAP. Likewise, doing well on an 8th grade test
that covers prerequisite outcome measures in no
way guarantees that a student will acquire the
outcome measures sufficient to pass the MAAP
This latter point needs to be made very clear to all
students, parents, and educators. Early tests should
not and will not cover all the competencies assessed
on the MAAP.

Recommendation 42:
Have subject matter experts stud) the content of
the grades 4-9 tests and the competencies to be
measured on the MAAR If appropriate content
articulation does not exist, determine whether
the problem should be fixed by changing the
content of the early tests or the MAAP.

Recommendation 43:
Even if close content articulation exists, be
cautious about any "predictive" interpretation
of the scores of a single individual from testing
in earlier grades. Such tests should be thought of
as providing only an early awareness, not a
strong, reliable predictor.

Consideration should also be given to whether the
course subject matter tests assess the same compe-
tencies as the MAAP. For example, if' the content of
the Algebra I examination covers many of the
competencies assessed on the MAAP, and if a
student passes the Algebra I exam prior to grade 10.
consideration should be given as to whether it
should still be necessary to pass the mathematics
portion of the MAAP.

Recommendation 44:
Consider whether passing any of the course tests
can serve as alternatives to passing certain of
the MA AP tests.

Finally, there should be articulation with the Itbrk
keys tests. If the content of those tests are quite
different, then we have the same types of articula-
tion concerns as would exist if the other assess-
ments differ front the exit examinations.
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As has probably been apparent from the previous
discussion, there needs to be concern with the total
amount of testing as well as the articulation of the
tests. It is certainly possible that there is simply too
much testing being planned at the high school level
and we believe educators in Mississippi need to
review each projected program and assess the
purpose of it.

Retesting
Retest issues are of two types; how and whether to
give makeup tests for absentees (not a retest of the
same person), and how many chances a single
individual should have to pass the test.

If someone is ill or has an excused absence on the
day of a test, that person should have an opportu-
nity to make up the test as soon as possible. The
state must consider whether the district/building
should have a window of opportunity in which it
can retain the tests and provide an opportunity for
makeup tests. This provision seems appropriate if
the window of opportunity is not too long; we
suggest approximately one week total. Special
consideration should be given to the issue of
whether alternative firms of the writing prompts
and the perform:ince assessment portions of the
other assessments need to be used for makeup
examinations. Extended absences should be
handled on a different basis. Written policies
should be formulated regarding all makeup
procedures.

Other retake issues include the f011owing: Is the
student who fails a test area (e.g., writing) required
only to retake the failed area; is a student who fails
the test obligated to retake that test during each
succeeding administ ration or may the student "sit
out"; and when a school is closed by a crisis, can the
test administration he rescheduled for that particu-
lar school outside of the ammunced "window"?

Recommendation 45:
The department should prepare and the board
a hould adopt specific written procedures
regarding makeup examination provisions.

The number of permissible retakes also should he a
matter of policy. Evidence in other states suggests
that fOur or five total attempts prior to scheduled
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graduation should be sufficient. A person should
be allowed free, unlimited retakes through an adult
education program if the person has not passed
during the regular high school time period.

Recommendation 46:
The department should prepare and the board
should adopt specific written rules regarding
the number of retakes that should be allowed
and how many attempts a student should be
given prior to the time he/she is scheduled to
graduate.

Remediation
We are aware that the Mississippi Department of
Education is interested in pursuing its role in
advancing the professional developiaent of teach-
ers. This is commendable with or without high
stakes exit examinations. When a state requires that
students acquire certain competencies (as mea-
sured on an exit exam) prior to graduating, that
state should have some responsibility for assisting
the local schools in planning for remediation. It
seems wise that a state rule should be established to
provide that a child who fails must be given the
opportunity fOr remediation.'"

Several issues need to be considered regarding
remediation. For example, who is responsible for
designing remediation materialsthe local scho,i
or the state? If the state designs the materials, is it
responsible for evaluating the materials for their
effectiveness? Should the state hold workshops
around the state on how to remediate? Should the
state attempt to control the publication of materi-
als by commercial publishers? If remediation
programs increase the costs to the local districts,
will they be reimbursed by the state? Flow can
remediation he completed without the negative
side effects of tracking or grouping? If a student
who has not passed the graduation test require-
ments but has passed all other requirements
decides to return to school fOr a 13th year, can that
student by counted for state aid? Will local schools
be required to document their offers of remedia-
don to those who fail?

Recommendation 47:
Develop a detailed proposal (set of guidelines)
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that addresses questions regarding remediation
efforts and the respective responsibilities of the
state, the district, and the student for remedia-
tion efforts.'9 This set ofguidelines should then
be approved by the department and the state
board.

Legal Issues
ANY HIGH SCHOOL. GRADUATION
test should be built so that it is technically
sound. Furthermore, decisions made from

the data should be applied fairly. Generally speak-
ing, if one can provide evidence regarding those
issues, the process should be legally defensible.
Thus, we have already addressed legal issues and
will continue to do so in sections following this one.
Flowever, some in, we specific legal issues should be
kept in mind and are addressed in this section.

First, the state should be aware that tests are fre-
quently questioned from a technical standpoint.
The courts will use the .Standards for Educational and

P.sychological lesting(AER A, APA, NCME,1985).11t
should be pointed out that the prowess of revising
these standards is underway, and readers must
remain alert to what the new standards say when
they are publishedprobably not before 1996.1
With respect to legal issues, it is wise to obtain legal
involvement early from the attorney general's
office. This may be less urgent for Mississippi
because they already have an exit examination in
place. However, it would be our expectation that the
failure rate for the new examination may be
considerably greater than what it has been fOr the
FLE. Further, there is discussion of using the
MAAP to force curricular changea tactic that is
likely to meet legal challenge.

Liability Issues
A thorough investigation of liability issues should
he made, Do existing state shuttles protect em ph iv-
ecs? If the state department retains the service of
local educators, does any state statute protect them?
Can a teacher he sued because of a claim that he/
she did not teach some contentor teach it well
enough? Are committee members who make
recommendations covered under state statutes?

Recommendation 48:
Carefully investigate liability issues with
assistance from the attorney generals office.
Attempt to obtain necessary statutes with respect
to liability. Inform all committees and all staff
regarding their potential liability.

Notification
One of the main legal issues other than test quality
is due process. Individuals need sufficient notifica-
tion of the newgraduation requirement. This
notification should be detailed with respect to the
standards and competencies that the tests will
cower. Details concerning how to notify students
and parents need to be worked out. Certified letters
need not be sent to every child/parent. Neverthe-
less, there should be some documentation that the
notices were sent (announced). Procedures such as
placing notices in a student handbook, placing
notices on report cards, etc., should he considered.
One suggestion is to produce a video tape to show
all students and have each district provide an
affidavit that they have shown the tape to all ninth
graders. Whatever is done regarding notification
for the first cohort should be continued for all
future classes.

Recommendation 49:
Schools should be notified immediately regard-
ing the NEW graduation requirement and the
information disseminated to all teachers.
Students and their parents should be notified no
later than the year in which affected students
are in the ninth grade. The public in general
should be notified immediately following
decisions made by the state."

Timing
As mentioned above, due process requit s

not ificat ion. Thus, the amount of lead time be-
comes an important legal (and educational) issue.
As we discussed previously (see Recommendat ion
21), the exam mav indeed not be developed in time
fin' the necessary piloting and revisions so that it
can be used for a gradual ion requirement prior to
the graduating class of 2001. Whether or not the
test could actually be ready, there is the issue of
sufficient due In ocess. A general ride of thumb
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might be that the students who are to be impacted
lw the assessment he notified of the specific
standards and competeilcies to be assessed no later
than when they are in ninth grade. This would
mean that notification would need to be given no
later than the fall of 1997 if our suggested guideline
is fnllowed.21 Given that the estimated implementa-
tion date fOr the new English/Language Arts and
Reading Frameworks is 1997-1998. This seems like
reasonable timing.

Related to the timing issue is when to phase out the
FI.E. If the new MAAP is to be required for the
gra(' .rat ing class of 2001, the FLE would need to be
administered through the spring of 2000.

Recommendation 50:
The FLE should not be used for accreditation
purposes after the first year the MA PP is used
for such."

Opportunity to Learn
As we have discussed previously, it is illegal to
require students to pass a test that covers standards
and competencies unless it can be shown that the
st udents have had the opportunity to learn that set
of material. It vould be inappropriate to require
the new exams fin. graduation until it could 1w
demonstrated that the new curriculums were in
place in the districts, that tl teachers had received
sufficient professional development so that they
knew how to effectively teach the new curriculum,
and that, indeed, the students had an opportunity
to learn the new material. We remind our readers
of an earlier recommet 'dation that if it cannot be
shown that students have had an opportunity to
learn the new curriculum, the assessment should be
postponed.

Documentation
The general issue of documentation also needs
some attention:'` The lack of various types of
documentation can become a central focus of a law
suit. We are not totally aware of the documentation
policies for the FI lowcver, these should he
reviewed touletcrin %Ohl lwr they are suffi-
ciently detailed. kit example, when committees
re\ iew items flit sensitivity or bias, consideration
should be given as to whether a complete record
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should he kept regarding which individuals consid-
ered which items biased and what changes to the
items resulted if they were revised: `c One also needs
to consider how long any documentation should be
kept.

Recommendation 51:
If sufficient documentation policies do not exist
for the FLE, the department should prepare,
and the board should adopt, detailed policies
regarding what should be documented and how
long the documentation should be kept on file. A
general suggestion is that all documentation be
kept for a period of atleast five years following
the school year in which the test was adminis-
tered. Consider keeping "forever" the initial
development documentation and records about
when, why, and how procedures are adopted
and/or changed.

Security Provisions
Wt.. are aware that Section 37-16-4 of the current
( :ode regarding the Statewide Testing Program
discusses violations of test security procedures and
penalties. However, we believe the department
should consider whether there needs to he addi-
tional statements regarding what constitutes
inappropriate, unethical, unprofessional, and
possibly illegal behavior on the part of educators
and student ,ith respect to violating adininim ra-
t iVe standards, security procedures, and so forth.

4j

Recommendation 52:
In consultation with the attorney general's
office, the department should prepare and the
State Board of Education should adopt rules on
what constitutes inappropriate behavior on the
part of educators or students with respect to test
taking, security issues, and so forth, and what
penalties will be imposed for violation of these
rules. These rules and the penalties should be
disseminated to educators, students, and parents
prior to the initial administration of the MAAP.

Recommendation 53:
lest security provisions must be a shared respon-
sibility among the contractor for test adminis-
tration, the state department, and the local
schools.
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Accommodations
As mentioned earlier in the discussion prior to
Recommendation 1, attention needs to he given to
whether the current Code and other policies are
sufficient regarding accommodation practices.

Recommendation 54:
Review accomodation codes/regulations to
determine whether they need to be updated.

Policy/
Administrative
Issues

APLETHORA OF POLICY/ADMINIS-
trative decisions must be made and rules
must he passed prior to implementing a

high school graduation test requirement. Obvi-
°tisk. the State Department already has made many
of the necessary decisions and rules because they
wouid be much the same fin. the FLE and the
proposed MA AP. We list below a set of questions
that, if they have not already been answered, will
need to he considered 1w the Department.

Wm approves the various test construction and
test administrative procedures?

%.k.'ho develops, approves, and oversees all test
security issues? Is there a procedure in place to
monitor the districts to assure they do not issue
diplomas to those who have not passed the
MA AP?

Are there sufficient equipment /facilities for
storage of secure materials, shredding out-of-
date secure materials, and so our

I las it been determined how to handle retakes
for those who have completed all other high
school requirements and have left" school?
I its a polio '1 11CCIletilablitihtli for issuing
diplomas to adults?

1)o all transfer students from ()flirt states olen
those thinsf('i Ming (hiring the second semester
of their wiliot %eat ) need to pass the NIA:\ l'
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receive a diploma? What if' those students have
passed another state's graduation test in the
saute subject? How about students who transfer
within the state from non-public to public
schools?

What, if any, accommodations or exemptions
will be permitted for students on an IEP or 504
Plan? What about those whose language
spoken in the home is not English, migrant
students who move in and out of the state, or
those who are simply fbreign exchange stu-
dents spending less than two years in the state?
What is the intent with respect to language of
the exams? Is it the intent that all tests should he
in English, or only that students should read
and write English?

\\ilia happens to a senior in the year prior to
the effective date of this graduation require-
ment who fails a required second semester
course that must be completed in summer
school or in the first semester of the next Near
(when the graduation requirement applies)?
Will such a student also have to pass the test
even though he originally was not required to
do so?

Will the s.tstate have a policy on participation in
commencement exercises by students who
complete curriculum requirements, but not
test requirements? Will such a student receive
anything e.g., a certificate of attendance or a
document verifying accomplishments?

\W ho approves various external committee
appointments? Should there 1w written olicies
regarding representation on those committees?

\Vho) finally sets or approves the cut score
f011owing the recommendation from a cut
score committee? 18111 the respective costs of
rake positives and false negative, be considered

if so, by whom?

Is the system of tracking students that is being
used for the FLE working ok? I not, how does it
need to he changed?

Ate the reports being used for the FI.Estif I i-
demi% detailed? Should thol ebe mote atten-
tion to stud\ ing the results via suo h procedure.
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as disaggregating the results by ethnicity,
courses taken, etc? Should the results for the
separate item formats (e.g., multiple-choice and
performance assessments) be reported sepa-
rately and should there be the same disaggrega-
tion of the results by item format as for the total
results?

Who will develop the total annual test adminis-
tration plan and how will it be communicated
to all school districts? Will test administrations
be monitored by the state?

Recommendation 55:
Consider the questions such as those raised above
and make the necessary decisions concerning
them. The department and the Board of Educa-
tion must devote adequate time to the identifica-
tion and resolution of critical questions that
must be addressed.

Human and
Financial
Resource Issues
'I

EGISLATORS CANNOT BE EXPECTED
to recognize the huge additional costs of
implementing a high school graduation

assessment that is composed of both multiple-
choice and performance assessment exercises. The
State Department of Education must provide a
rationale to them to support any request for
additional human and financial resources. This
section discusses needs in staffing, advisory com-
mittees, contractors, and financial resources.

Staffing Needs
it is our understanding that the Student Assess-
ment unit has a professional staff of either five or
six individualscounting the director. (Our notes
suggest five total but the .Sum ma ry neporl hr. 199,1

1 issi.ssi ppi Sin (ovule 1;11 Program lists six indi-
viduals in the Office of Student Assessment.) Given
the total assessment program for which this staff
has responsibility, we believe it is important to
increase the size of the staff. Even though a large
portion of the work will he contracted out to
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various vendors, there remains a great deal of
additional work that must be done by staff. For
example, an individual should be assigned major
responsibility for each content area to be assessed.
A measurement specialist with technical back-
ground will need to spend considerable time
writing RFPs. Specif ic tasks for the contractors
need to be developed and the contractors' execu-
tion of these tasks needs to be monitored. Someone
must coordinate the assessment staff in the areas of
test development, test administration, and test use
and reporting. There needs to be an overall super-
visor.

There may also need to he additional staff' in the
curriculum/instructional area. We are not aware of
just how many professionals are employed in these
areas, but with the advent of the revised curriculum
structures and the new assessment, much profes-
sional development of staff' in the districts needs to
take place.

Recommendation 56:
The department should conduct a careful study
to access additional staffing needs in the student
assessment and curriculum/instructional units.
We should think that, at a minimum, the new set
of assessment plans would call for some addi-
tional professional staff in the student assess-
ment unit. There probably needs to be additional
staff added in the curriculum/instructional
unit as well.

Advisory Committees
The need fr se,eral advisory committees has
already been discussed in various places itt this
report, and further infiffmat ion about our recom-
mendations regarding the composition of these
committees can be found in the next section.
lowever, fOr the ease of individuals interested in

human and financial resource needs, t he are listed
here under a specific recommendation.
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Recommendation 57:
If they have not already been established, the
following advisory committees should be ap-
pointed: A testing policy advisory committee, an
item sensitivity review committee, a technical
advisory committee, a content review committee
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in each content area of the assessment, and a
committee to recommend a standard (cut-score)
(one such committee for each subject assessed).25

Contractors
Mississippi has considerable experience dealing
with contractors, and we suspect they have done an
admirable job. While we are unaware of state
restrictions On contracting procedures, we hope the
Department has, or will be given, the freedom to
grant single source contracts and to issue agree-
ments that extend across fiscal 'ears. We have one
recommendation that is based on considerable
experience that it is advantageous to keep the
number of contractors down to a reasonably small
number.

Recommendation 58:
For the MAAP, the department should consider
using at most two contractors: one for test
development and formal field tryouts and
another for test administration, scoring, and
reporting.2°

Financial Resources
The need for appropriate staff, advisory commit-
tees, and outside contractors relates to financial
needs. The specific costs depend on decisions
regarding many of the issues already discussed in
this report. Costs under some test designs easily can
be more than triple what they would be under
other designs. For example, the higher the propor-
tion of the assessments that are performance-
based, the higher will he the costs of administering
and scoring the assessments. Two specific issues
that have not been considered earlier and may have
cost implications are (I) whether mm-public
students will be tested (even though they are not
required to pass to receive a diploma) and, if so,
who will pay the cost, and (2) whether the state is
responsible for the financing of state-required
local school functions (e.g., professional develop-
ment of staff and costs of local administration of
the assessments). Other states can provide detailed
information about various costs, and we urge
Mississippi personnel to contact them. For ex-
ample, Florida and Ohio have been using m ult plc-
choice tests fur high school graduation fin' years,
and directors such as 'Dim Fisher (Florida) and

Roger Trent (Ohio) would be able to provide
estimates for what their states are paving. Louisiana
has a program with many similarities to the pro-
posed Mississippi program and Rebecca Christian
and her staff would be a useful resource. Michigan
is in the process of having a high school exit test
developed (for state endorsement rather than
diploma purposes but that would not affect costs)
that will include performance assessment exercises.
Diane Smolen could provide information regard-
ing the development costs fOr Michigan assess-
ments. Many other states also have high school exit
tests, and it is our experience that the directors are
very willing to assist other state directors by provid-
ing infOrmat ion regarding costs of their programs.

Recommendation 59:
Obtain information from other states with
similar programs regarding fiscal needs. Make
recommendations to the legislature that are
sufficient to cover department needs, and make
clear to them that the task simply cannot be
accomplished without adequate support.

SECTION III:
Sequencing of Tasks

IN DESIGNING A PROGRAM FOR A HIGH
school graduation test, it is useful to have in
mind the total set of processes and approxi-

mate completion dates for various activities. While
we recognize that Mississippi already has consider-
able experience in designing and implementing a
high school graduation test (the FLE), it might be
useful to list, in abbreviated fashion, the tasks we
believe are required and some suggested timelines,
The timelines are based on the assumption that our
recommendation regarding the new test impacting
the graduating class of 2001 is f011owed. Obviously,
the suggested sequence and timelines are based on
certain assumptions about decisions reached.
Different decisions would result in different steps/
timelines.

It is important to note that many process strands
actually 1.1111 concurrently. Furthermore, missing
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one or more of the targeted deadlines can mean
that all other deadlines following that one are
missed and that the program cannot be imple-
mented on time. Both the legislators and the Board
of Education need to understand that a lot of work
needs to be done and that it takes sufficient staff
and resources to accomplish the tasks.

Below is one possible sequence of activities that
could be carried out to develop and implement the
MAAP. It represents a sequence that we believe to
be a reasonable approach. Detailed suggestions
about how to perform those activities are not
present in this section. The text and recommenda-
tions in the previous sections cover many such
details.

Sample Tasks and Completion Dates
(assuming requirements are fbr the 2001graduat-
ing class)

Task 1: Establish appropriate advisory
committees. Do this as soon as possible. This
task involves determining what committees
need to he established, determining criteria for
selection of the committee members, soliciting
and evaluating the nominations, officially
appointing and training the committee mem-
bers, and maintaining the committees over
time. We suggest the following committee with
the understanding that it might he wise to have
some overlap of committee members:

Department of Education Steering Commit-
tee: This committee should represent the
various units of the Department whose tasks
will he impacted by this program (e.g., the
Student Assessment, Curriculum, %beat Tonal,
Adult, and Special Education units).

Testing Policy Advisory Committee: This
committee would he much like the previous
task ft )rce or the current implementation
committee. It should represent the state educa-
tion community to advise on policy.

Item Sensitivity Review Committee: This
committee should be composed mostly of the
state's minority groups, but with at least one
member from out of slat(' Who is a recognized
expert on bias issues in assessment.

Technical Advisory Committee: This com-
mittee should be composed of at least one
measurement expert from within the state and
at least one individual who has been (or is) the
director of a similar competency testing
program in another state. Other members of
the committee should be widely recognized as
measurement experts, and they (as a group)
should have expertise in test development,
scaling, equating, and all other major areas
about which the department may wish to
obtain advice.

Content Review Committees: These commit-
tees should be composed of content experts
(mostly or totally state residents) in each area of
the test. State department personnel who are
specialists in the respective subject matter areas
should sit on these committees, although it is
debatable whether they should have the right
to vote.

Standard-setting Committees: These commit-
tees should be composed primarily of individu-
als who are both qualified and credible. They
should probably be primarily composed of
educators in the state who have knowledge and
experience both in the subject matter being
assessed and at the grade level of the students
being assessed.

Task 2: Determine exactly what standards
and competencies will be assessed. As we
suggested earlier in the report, this is a very
important task and one we believe is far from
complete. Once this is determined, there
should probably be specific approval of those
standards and competencies by the State Board
of Education. Ideally, this task should be
completed no later than Mwv,1995.

Task 3: Disseminate information about Task
2 to all students who will be impacted,
parents, business leaders, and other relevant
constituencies. Complet e befiwe schools let
out for the summer of 1995.

Task 4: Complete test specifications for each
test area. Complete by August, 1995.
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Task 5: Hire a contractor for development of
item specifications, item/test development,
and field tryouts. Complete by December,
1995.

Task 6: Have the contractor complete the
item specifications, item writing, informal
pilot testing, and item editing. Complete by
February,1996.

Task 7: Perform content committee review
and revisions as necessary. Complete by
March, 1996.

Task 8: Produce camera-ready copy for
formal field tryouts. Complete by July, 1996.

Task 9: Field test items first time in Fall on
students in Grade 10. Complete by early Fall,
1996.

Task 10: Prepare and disseminate descriptive
information and sample test items to assist
in preparing teachers, students, and parents.
Complete by early Fall, 1996.

Task 11: Develop and adopt rules governing
test administration, scoring, and reporting.
Complete by Spring,1997.

Task 12: Analyze field test and revise items as
necessary for second field test. Complete by
Spring, 1997.

Task 13: Conduct second field test. Complete
by early Fall, 1997.

Task 14: Revise items from second field test
as necessary. Select items for the required
number of forms needed for the first year of
the real testing from the subset of items that
did not need any substantive revision.
Complete by early Spring,1998.

Task 15: Select operations contractor for
administration, scoring, and reporting.
Complete by early Spring,1998.

Task 16: Conduct regional seminars for
school administrators and testing coordina-
tors on the administration, scoring, and
reporting procedures. Complete by early
Spring, 1998.

Task 17: Complete production of all neces-
sary materials for first tests and have them
ready for distribution. Complete by Summer,
1998.

Task 18: Administer first real test to tenth
graders (class of 2001). Complete in Fall, 1998.

Task 19: Score, analyze results of first admin-
istration, and establish passing standards for
the first administration. Complete in late Fall,
1998. (As mentioned earlier, the panel recog-
ilizes that a practical case can he made for
establishing the standards after the second
pilot.)

Task 20: Design and implement a plan for
releasing test results to the schools and the
general public. Complete in late Fa11,1998.

Task 21: Review and repeat steps above. Plan
extended timeline to include at least two
administrations per year for 10th through 12th
graders. Include time for equating procedures
for future test administrations. This task should
be carried out continuously.
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Section IV:
Using Test Scores for
Accreditation Purposes

WE HAVE BEEN GIVEN COPIES OF THE
"Accreditation Requirements of the
State Board of Education" (Bulletin 171),

and have had the opportunity to meet with indi-
viduals in Mississippi who are considering revisions
(refinements) to these requirements. The new
assessment program, including a revised exit exam
and other additional testing in the schools, should
be considered while making these revisions.

One issue has to do with what standard to use in
netting perfOrmance standards for all the measures.
Previously, the accreditation standards on the FILE
and the Stanford Achievement lest used average
scaled scores. Holding districts accountable for
raising average scaled scores may provide incen-
tives for the district that are incompatible with the
purpose of the exit test, and indeed, may be incom-
patible with how some educators would like to see
resources expended for achieving the standard on
the elementary school achievement tests. It may be
easier to raise average scaled scores by concentrat-
ing instructional attention on those that already
score above the standard for graduation. That is,
schools may be rewarded for allocating resources
primarily to assist individuals who would have
passed the MAAP on the first attempt anyway
instead of providing help to lower achieving
students who are at risk of not graduating.

Recommendation 60:
In the accreditation system, the "success of the
school system" could and perhaps should be
defined in terms of the number of students who
demonstrate the desired level of performance
rather than in terms of average scores." in any
case, to maintain the intergrity of purpose for
the MA AP, the satndards at least for that exam
should relate to the proportions of students who
are successful on a specified attempt.
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Assuming the above recommendation is followed,
another issue to consider is whether schools should
be held accountable for the percent of students
who pass the MAAP on the first try or the cumula-
tive percent who have passed on some future
attempt. Individuals attain desired levels of
achievement at different rates. Some individuals
need more time than others to demonstrate the
desired levels of competence. Holding schools
accountable for student performance on the first
attempt seems to run counter to the belief that
students learn at different rates, and the role of the
school (particularly with respect to the MAAP) is to
help as many students as possible to eventually pass.
(This would not have been a major issue for the
FI,E, because almost everybody passed on the first
attempt. We do not anticipate that occurring on the
MAAP.)

Recommendation 61:
The Mississippi Department of Education may
wish to consider changing the attempt after
which schools are held accountable for a speci-
fied proportion of students passing the test. We
believe it would be preferable to use the cumula-
tive proportion who have passed at the end of
grade 10,11, or at the end of grade 12. Another
possible consideration would be to use a stan-
dard that included the percent passing at two
different grades (e.g., 75% pass rate in each test
by the end of 10th grade and 85% pass rate after
11th grade.28

It has been proposed that the MAAP be adminis-
tered for the first time at grade 10. The MAAP will
have very high stakes for students who cannot
graduate without performing satisfactorily on the
tests. Results from these tests will also have high
stakes for the high school education community.
However, the lower elementary and middle schools
will be concerned primarily about preparing
students to do well on the norm-referenced tests
included in the school accreditation system. In the
past, norm-referenced tests administered in the
lower grades have been weighted three times as
heavily as the FLE (i.e., there were three perfbr-
mance standards for the NRT and only one for the
FI,E). With the change in 1994-1995 to administer-
ing norm-referenced tests in grades 4-9, the norm-
referenced test results could be thought of as
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counting six times as much as the FI.E (or the new
M AAP when it starts counting for accreditation).
Indicators used in the accreditation system will
drive at all levels what teachers teach and what
students learn. The Department needs to be
concerned that whatever elementary and middle
schools are held accountable for teaching and
students for learning be similar to, and/or provide
a solid foundation for, what is mersured by the new
exams. Otherwise, elementary and middle schools
could be preparing students very well for the tests
administered at the lower grades and be rewarded
for doing a good job, but find that students enter-
ing 10th grade are not well prepared to pass the exit
exam, and some may not graduate as a result. If this
should occur, both students and high schools will
pay an extremely high price because of the lack of
alignment.

Recommendation 62:
Performance standards established for the
accreditation of school districts should be
appropriately aligned and weighted. MDE
should study carefully the alignment and
weighting of performance standards used across
the elementary, middle, and high school grades.

The Performance Standards for accreditation are
defined in Bulletin 171, Revised 1994, pages 29-31.
The "annual minimum value" (AMV) for the
criterion- referenced tests (presumably including
FI ,E and the end-of-course exam in Algebra) is set
at a point that is one -hate of an individual standard
deviation below the mean score for all students
tested, but this AMV is not allowed to fall below
70% correct on any of the criterion-referenced
tests. Although it is possible to build tests intending
to have specifications resulting in similar mean
percentage correct scores, there is no indication
that such a specification will be given much prior-
ity when a new exit exam or when new end-of-
course exams are built. Furthermore, good test
construction should not pay attention to such a
requirement. Again, since the FI.E has a ceiling
effect for all three tests (even on the first attempt),
this requirement fin. a minimum 70% or SO%
correct regardless what is measured or how it is
measured has not been a problem on the Fl ,E. With
the introduction of the (assumed) more rigorous
MA AP however, MDE may find that maintaining

the same minimum average percent correct across
the three test areas is just not sensible. There are
simply no a priori reasons why the expectations for
the students' performances should be the same
across three different outcomes in different cur-
ricular areas.(Note: if the MDE should change its
performance standards to include cumulative pass
ratesas we recommend aboveour concern
would shift to how the passing standards are
established fin. each test area. Again, setting the
same percentage correct raw score for all three tests
areas is not likely to be appropriate.)

Recommendation 63:
Remove from the revised performance standards
any reference to minimum percent correct.

We infer from reading Bulletin 171 that the End-of-
Course Exams will he included as performance
standards in the Accreditation System as they are
implemented. As such, these exams will have high
stakes for schools but not necessarily for students.
The Department needs to think carefully about the
implications of this. is this setting up a potential
conflict between how the districts and how the
parents /sit tdents would like to see resources
allocated? Are districts going to be allowed to use
the results of the end-of-course tests at the indi-
vidual level (e.g., by allowing students to count their
scores on such tests as a part of their course grades)?
If some schools do allow the results to be used at the
individual student level and other schools do not,
how will this differential impact on students and
their motivation to take the tests seriously impact
the fairness of the accountability system?

As more of these end-of-course exams are added,
the weight of the exit exams in the accreditation
system will be reduced even further. It is conceiv-
able that a st udent may have passed an end-of-
course exam at grade 9 at a level demonstrating
performance. superior to that required to pass the
more generic exit exam in the broad curricular
area, but st ill be required to sit in 10th grade for the
entire exit exam, including the generic test in a
subject area already tested at grade 9.
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Recommendation 64:
As new end-of-course exams are brought on line,
MDE should study the extent to which these
exams measure knowledge and/or skills in-
cluded in the exit exam, review and perhaps
expand the purpose for administering these
tests, and evaluate again the proper weights
such tests should have as compared to other
performance standards included in the accredi-
tation system (especially as compared to the tests
students are required to pass in order to gradu-
ate).

Finally., we wish to make a comment about the
constructed response sections on the norm-refer-
enced tests administered in grades 4-9. As we
understand the current plan, results on these
sections are not to he counted in an accreditation
system. This may not be wise. If they are not
counted, the reforms that the MDE seeks may not
be realized.

Recommendation 65:
Review the performance standards for the NRTs
in grades 4-9 to determine whether or not it is
possible and advisable to incorporate results
from the constructed response sections as indica-
tors in the accreditation system.

Section V:
Conclusions

WE HAVE DISCUSSED A NUMBER OF
issues, offered a number of recommen-
dations, and presented illustrative tasks

to be per fOrmek.i with suggested completion dates
for a state-mandated high school graduation test.
NU. have also made. some recommendations with
respect to using this test and Others for accredita-
tion purposes.

It is clearly possible to (level( pp a well-designed high
school graduation test that meets curriculum,
psychometric, !Cat lona!, legal, administrative,
and resource requirements. I lowever, as this
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document has undoubtedly made clear, the task is
not easy. For the task to be done well, a variety of
steps need to be completed. For these steps to he
completed, adequate funding needs to be made
available.

While our recommendations will not all he re-
peated here, we point out below some of the aspects
that have been considered in the report.

It is legally inappropriate to hold students
accountable fbr passing an assessment that
covers material that they have not been taught.
This makes using a high stakes graduation
assessment to drive curricular change some-
what troublesome. One can use the announce-
ment of an upcoming assessment to drive
curricular change. This, of course, requires that
there be considerable time between the an-
nouncement of the assessment and its imple-
mentation.

Multiple-choice items can measure higher-
order thinking skills and procedures. PerfOr-
mance assessments may not offer high enough
psychometric qualities to be used few high
stakes assessments. Mississippi certainly should
not use performance assessments to measure
those competencies that can he assessed with
multiple-choice items.

It is unlikely that any "off-the-shelf- test Yy( add
he an acceptable high school exit test for the
students of Mississippi.

Requiring any national norm-referencing
component of the exit exam would complicate
the task of maintaining curricular validity fin
the test.

There must be close articulation among the
various assessment programs. They should not
work at cross purposes, and if they are serving
the same purposes, perhaps less assessment is
needed.
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The use of the various tests in a pen Alliance-
based accreditation nmdel requires careful
thought regarding how to set the performance
level and what metric to use in setting the level
(e.g., average performance or percentage of
students above some cut score).
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END NOTES
'Note that all recommendations fbIlow rather than precede the relevant discussion.
'One of the non-panel reviewers has pointed out that restricting the assessments to reading, mathematics

and written communication may not fit totally with the Superintendent's exhortation that the assessment
be designed in such a way that education will have no alter native but to change dramatically. Further, the
major stakeholders external to the public education arena may have expectations in additional areas. While
we recognize this, it seems prudent to begin at a fairly modest level. As our recommendation points out,
additional areas may be added at a later date.

'It is unclear to us how the meshing of' English/Language Arts and Reading into one curriculum will
impact the decision to have separate exit exams in reading and written communication although one of the
non-panel reviewers of the previous draft posited that this would not likely he a problem.

'One non-panel reviewer of the previous draft eloquently articulated the need to focus on the "commit-
ment to dramatic educational change." Another of the non-panel reviewers suggested much the same
thing. As that reviewer stated, "I would suggest that we should be looking at criteria fm- assessment that
identify those skills, knowledge, attitudes, and 'applications of knowledge that students should have.
Whether those things are currently taught is a distracter. Assume they are not! Now the challenge becomes
the creation of an assessment whose curricular and instructional validity will be established over time. The
impact is that such a test and its initial results must be used as baseline for school improvement, and not h
accountability." We would like to make clear that our stance is not against curricular change or high stan-
dards. However, there are legal and moral issues at stake when one implements a high-stakes test over
untaught material and deprives some students of a diploma. As we point out in point I in the conclusions
section, the change must precede the implementation of the test. An announcement of a high-stakes test
over new and demanding content to be implemented in the future might legitimately serve as a cat alvst fit
curricular change. Using the test initially as a catalyst for school improvement is acceptable. What is not
acceptable is to use it fur student accountability prior to establishing that student s have had the op n t u.
MIN' to learn the material.

'One nun panel reviewer suggested that what should he stressed is the.joint nature of the responsibilit
Both the state and the local districts are responsible. We concur, but on report is primarily focused on the
state' tesponsibilit les.

If future documents are more like what we aredescribing as frameworks. they sh4 ffild be ielcured tots
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such. If they are more like the current documents, we believe they should continue to be called curriculum
structures.

'One non-panel reviewer stressed the importance of this recommendation and pointed out "that any
effort to save funds by not carefully monitoring contractor work on a daily basis portends real problems.
...the analogy to daily site visits when building a new home would not be an exaggeration."

"Any such items would need to be included as a part of subsequent item tryout and pilot studies.
90ne non-panel reviewer self described as "a strong advocate of performance assessment" commented as

follows with respect to recommendations 16 and 17. "I concur with your conclusion in Recommendation 16
about performance assessment and high stakes individual test scores. Our experience has been that perfor-
mance assessments can produce valid, reliable scores at the grade and content level by school. Use for high
stakes individual graduation requirement testing is problematic at the present time, particularly because of
the psychometric demands of number of independent measures and testing time necessary to obtain such
measures. If Mississippi is, however, going to use the assessments for school improvement purposes, perfor-
mance assessment offers a richness and opportunity for curricular integration that should be seriously
considered." We would concur. It is in the context of using performance assessment in high-stakes exit
examinations that our psychometric cautions should be heeded most carefully. Ofcourse, even for school
improvement purposes, one desires accurate assessment and other things being equal low costs are
preferable to high costs.

"'See our related discussion of timing in the Legal Issues section on p. 40.
"A partial compensatory model may also have implications for other technical considerations such as

reliability, scaling, and equating. One can not look at the cut score process in isolation.
''One non-panel reviewer of the previous draft questioned whether the majority should be teachers.
"The composition of this committee is discussed later in the report.
"The training of this committee and the running of the item sensitivity reviews could be madea part of

the test development contract. However, thought should be given to whether this overview could be per-
ceived as a conflict of interest for the contractor in as much as the contractor wrote the original items and
may be perceived as having a vested interest in keeping the items.

"This is not technically a reliability estimate, it is an estimate of the consistency of scoring. However, it
often is referred to as interrater reliability.

"We do not have full technical details concerning how the scaled scores fi)r the FI .E were derived. We
assume the scores are linear transformations from either logits or raw scores setting the scaled score of 233
at the cut score (70% correct) and the scaled score of 211 at 60% correct.

''Assessments for out-of-school adults should probably be under the control of the LEAs and be done at
those same sites. Otherwise, the security problems increase immensely.

It is possible that the child has not had an initial opportunity to learn the required content and skills.
Thus, retnediation may not be precisely the correct term. Also, we should point out that appropriate early
assessments to identify weaknesses coupled with developmental instructional efforts should make reme-
diation after the test less necessary than if such early detection and intervention efforts do not occur.

'Ideally the additional instruction should be provided in a manner and at times that do not take away
opportunities to learn in other domains.

"'One non-panel reviewer commented that "a strategy worthy of consideration might be to have a notifi-
cation which must he signed by both the student and parent that clearly identifies that both parent and
student understand that the passage of the test is a graduation requirement."

''Actually, if' the first field testing of the items takes place in the fall of 1996, there is no reason not to notify
them as of that date.

22See our final section on accreditation regarding use of the MA AP for that purpose.
'''An example of what may he either incomplete documentation or inadequate communication ison the

source and date of some of the documents we were given to review. Ideally, every document should be dated
and the source of the document should he evident.

"A disadvantage of this approach is that the members of the bias committee may not fuel as free tomake
comments about which items they believe are biased if they can not do so anonymously.
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"'One member of the panel believes the technical advisory committee should recommend the cut score.
The remainder of the panel believes that it is important that the cut score be recommended by Mississippi
educators. Either way, we all agree that the commonly used expression "setting" the cut score is a slight

misnomer. Really, the committee makes a recommendation which is forwarded to other groups. The actual
setting of the cut score is done by a governmental agency that his the power to make such a determination.
That agency uses the information from the standard setting committee.

2" One member of the panel strongly recommends using a single contractor (with three or four phases of
the contract) for test development, field testing and test implementation. For continuity reasons this would
be preferable if one can find a contractor that indeed is best at all these different components.

"One could also consider progress toward a goal as a criterion in the accreditation process.
n'his recommendation assumes that the MDE will maintain cumulative pass rate information.
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1. Complete order form and mail with check or purchase order to NEFEC/SERVE, Route 1, Box 8500,

3841 Reid Street, Palatka, FL 32177 (904)329-3847. Make check or purchase order out to NEFEC/
SERVE (Federal ID#: 59-6000-821).

2. Discounts are available for most SERVE products when you purchase units of fifty or more. For titles
marked with an asterisk (*), quantities of 50-99 cost $6.00 each; orders of 100 or more are $5.00 each.

3. If you are requesting an invoice, your order must include a purchase order number.
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Appreciating Differences: Teaching and Learning in a Culturally Diverse Classroom HTADI $7.00* I
Assessment in Early Childhood Education: Status of the Issue ECESI FREE
IZIhildren Exposed to Drugs: Meeting Their Needs }USK $7.00 I
Children Exposed to Drugs: What Policymakers Can Do PBCED $1.00

12omprehensive School Improvement HTCSI $7.00*1
Designing Teacher Evaluation Systems that Support Professional Growth RDTES $7.00
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Item # Price

RDMCT FREE
.earning by Serving: A Compendium of Ideas for Service Learning HTLBS $7.00
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--RIPSTFEE1
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P 02 $25.001
P 03 $25.00

Supporting Family Involvement in Early Childhood Education: A Guide for Business SRSFI

RDBAR $3.00
12WRE-1370-10
RBBTD FREE
HTRVR
HTRHS

$7.00*]
$7.00

TRANRB FREE. 1

EDRUR $ .00*
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haring Success: Promising Service-Learning grograms
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tecial Ofrer #1--School Improvement
uthern Crossroads A Demographic Look at the Southeast

keels, Offer 02Future Plans Video & Discussion & Planning Guides
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$5.00
crrrn.rm .11

Teachers of the Year Speak Out: Key Issues in Teacher Professionalization
ring nE

outh Apprenticeship: A School-to-Woik Transition Program
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PBPIT $1.00

173:109
HTYAP $7.00
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Videotape Listing
1116: -Free Schools: A Generation of
Future Plans (Videotape) and Discussion Guide
!Passages Providing Continuity from Preschool to School
School Improvement: Journey Toward Change

VTDFS 19.95
FPPAK $19.95
VTPST $19.95
VTCSI 1119.95
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Successful Mathematics and Science PI actices: Teachers/Practitioners
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